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Detecting and Ijnaging Microbubble Contrast Agents With 
Ultrasound 

By David Hope Simpson 
Doctor of Philosophy, 2000 

Graduate Department of Medicd Biophysics 
University of Toronto 

Ischemic heart disease is one of the Ieading causes of morbidity and mortality worldwide. 

Imaging techniques that detect and measure blood flow in the heart muscle (myocardium) are 

used routinely to aid in the diagnosis and management of this disease. With the aid of 

microbubble contrast agents, myocardial blood flow can now be detected with transthoracic 

ultrasonic imaging, but low fraw rates andkoc poor image properties have limited clùùcal 

applications. 

This thesis represents an attempt to optimize techniques for imaging microbubbles in tissue 

with ultrasound. To overcome the limitations of existing methods, a new technique, Pulse 

Inversion Doppler, has been developed. Algorithms for optimizing detection filters based upon 

the measured echoes fiom tissue and microbubbles have also been developed which facilitate 

cornparisons with existing imaging techniques. Data nom in vivo experiments show that pulse 

inversion Doppler can significantly outperform existing hannonic and Doppler irnaging 

techniques, enabling realtime imaging of myocardial blood flow. Variants of pulse inversion 

Doppler are now available on clinical ultrasound systems. Applications for these techniques are 

discussed. 
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1 Lntrductioa ànd Background 

".,.So the heart is the beghnmg of [se, the Sun of the Micracosm, as 
proportionably the Sun deserves to be caiL'd the heart of the world. by whose 
virhre, and pulsath, the blood is mov'd pe~eaed d e  vegetable, and is 
defended from corruption, and manering; and this fmiliar househoui god doth 
his duty to the whole body. by nom!hhg, cherishing. and vegetating, behg the 
foundation of l$e, a d  the author of alLw 

from De Generatione (1651), William EZarveyL 

1.1 The Heart and Cardiovasculur System 

The human body is composed of LiteraIly trillions of ceils linked together into a single 

organism. Each celi within the body must continuaüy consume nutrients and dispose of wastes 

to function properly. Since ciifhisionai transport is only effective over a range of several ceil 

diameters (60 to 80 p (Fox 1987)), the body relies on a highly developed system, the 

cardiovascular system, to transport nutrients to cells and to remove waste. 

The human cardiovascular system involves an estunated 100 000 kilometers of vessels 

through which blood circulates constantly (Fox 1987). The he- whose four chambers 

comprise two separate pumps, controls the motion of blood through these vessels. The right 

heart comprises the right atrium and right ventricle and pumps blood through the pulmonary 

circulation, where waste carbon dioxide is exchanged for oxygen in the lungs (Figure 1). From 

the lungs, blood retums to the left h e m  which comprises the left atrium and left ventricle. The 

lefi hem is the main pump that drives blood through the systemic circulation. B l d  is pumped 

from the left ventricle into the aorta, and is distributed throughout the body through a series of 

branching vessels decreasing in size from the artenes to arterioles, to the smaüest capillaries with 

(translateci in (Porter 1997)) 
X E  



sizes on the order o f 7  to 10 p- Although they contain less than 7% of the systemic 

blood volume (Nichols and O'Rourke 1998), the systemic capiIlaries have over 80% of the 

surface area and account for most of the exchange between blood and tissue. From the 

capillaries, blood drains into a serÏes of larger vessels fiom venules, to veins, to the venae cava 

which retum blwd to the right atrium. Compareci to the arteries, the veins have relatively Iarger 

diameters and smaller velocities, so that the venous system contains about 70% of the blood 

volume in the systemic circulation (Nichols and O'Rourke 1998). The properties of some of 

these vessels in humans are listed in Table 1- 

Figure 1: Schemotic of the circulatory system Venour blood retums to the hearî via the right 
atrium (1) and enters the right ventricIe (2). The right ventricle contracts, ejecting blood into the 
pulmonary circulationt Oxygenated bloodfiom the lmgs retums to the heurt via the left amCum 
(3). and enters the left vennicle (4). which contracts, pumping blood out the aoHa and Urto the 
systemic circulation. me heurt wall, or myocarditun (5) provùies the pumping action of the 
heart, 



Table I :  Properties ofSelected Blod Vessels m humans (Jensen i996) 

Vesse1 hternal Diameter Peak VeIocity Mean Velocity 

Aorta 0.5-2.4 xl0-'m 3.5~10'~ m 0.6-2.9 m/s 0.84 xloFL mis 

FernoraI artery 2-8 X I O - ~  1x10'~ 1.0-1.2 1 -0-1 Sx 10-1 

Carotid Artery 2-8 xloe3 1-2 x IO-' 1 - 1 4  -5 

Arteriole 1-8 x10-~ 1-2 X I O - ~  0.5-1 x10-~ 

Capillary 4-8 xlod 0.2-1 x 10-~ 0.2-1.7 x ~ o - ~  

Inferior Vena Cava 0.6-1.5 x 10-~ 2-4 x 10'' 1 -5-4.0 x IO-' 

The waU of the heart is composed of bands of muscle fibers, collectively h o w n  as the 

- myocardium. Blood flow to the myocardium is provided by the left and right coronary arteries 

which arise fiom the aorta immediately downstream of the aortic valve, and branch over the 

outer surface of the heart (Kassab et ai. 1994b). Smaller arterioles then p a s  radially inwards to 

supply a thick web of capillaries within the myocardium, Venules draining the myocardium pass 

outwards to the surface of the heart into a series of collecting veins that UltimateLy drain into the 

right atrium (Kassab et al. 1994a). As a result of this configuration, blood flow within the heart 

muscle itself occurs predominantly in small arterioles, capillarÏes and venules, sometimes 

referred to as the coronary microcirculation (Kassab and Fung 1994). 

1.1.1 Ischemic Heart Disease 

When the blood supply to a region of tissue is inadequate to meet the demand for oxygen, 

the tissue is said to be ischemic. In the heart, moyoçardial ischemia most often occws as a result 

of atherosclerosis in the main coronary arteries. Atherosclerotic plaques (or atheromas) develop 

over time in these vessels, gradually narrowing their diameters until they begin to affect blood 



fl ow to the rnyocardium. To some instances, the plaques may actuaIiy mpture, blocking 

blood flow completely and causing death of aportion of the heart muscle (a myocardrdral 

inf~ction)~ kchemic heart disease is one of the leadhg cames of morbidity and mortality 

worldwide. IÏI Canada, the direct costs fÎom ischemic heart disease (iocluding hospitalization, 

physicians, dmgs and research) and indirect costs (iacIudhg short term and long term disability 

and mortaility costs) are estimated at over 7 billion dollars annudy, and approximately 1 in 5 

people wil l  eventuaUy die fiom this disease (Wielgosz et ai. 1999). 

A variety of imaging techniques are currently used to assess the nature and extent of 

myocardial ischemia in patients (Skorton et ai- 1992; Van Der Wail et al. 1998)- Techniques in 

clinicd use include single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), positron emission 

tomography (PET), and ultrasouad. SPECT uses photon emitthg radioisotopes such as TI-201 

(a potassium analog) and Tc-99m Sestamibi P I ) ,  whose myocardial uptake is a rneasure of 

blood flow and the integrity of cell membranes (Hesse 1999; Maddahi et al. 1991). PET uses 

positron emitting radioisotopes whose myocardial uptake can be used to image and rneasure 

myocardial blood flow (e.g: "~b, 1 3 ~  ammonia, and ''0 water)(ScheIbert 1993), and metabolic 

activity (e-g.: 1 8 ~  fluoro-deoxyglucose). PET offers a wider choice of tracers and better 

quantification than SPECT, but requires more complicated radioisotope preparation, is more 

expensive and is les  widely available. Unlilce PET and SPECT which require long acquisition 

times (on the order of '/i minute per projection and 30 minutes for complete acquisition for 

SPECT (Garcia 1996)), ultrasound imaging can be perfonned in %al-time" at rates exceeding 

30 fiames per second. Real-the ultrasound imaging in conjunction with pharmacological or 

exercise stress testing is currently used to assess the mechanicd fûnction of the heart muscle 

(Bax et al. 1999; Senior et aI. 1999)- kchemic and irifarcted myocardium are identifid as 

regions with abnormal or absent waIi motion and reduced thickening on contraction. The 



fiaction of blood in the Ieft ventricle ejected with each beat (the ejection ficaction) - an 

important gIobai measure of cardlac fimction - also may be caIculated with al i  three modalities. 

Io addition to the t e c ~ q u e s  d e s c r i i  above, new techniques such as electron beam 

computed tomography (EBCT) and magnetic resonance imaging 0 are also being developed 

to assess ischemic myocardium (Lennan et aI, 1999; Schmermund et al. 1998; Van Der Wall et 

aI, 1998). Both of these techniques use diffusable contrast agents which produce a myocardid 

enhancement that initialiy is proportional to blood flow. The gadolinium agents used Ïn MRF 

show prolonged retention in inf'ted rnyocardium, offering an "infarct-avid" ïmaging technique 

(Higgins 1993)- MRI agents that remain within the blood are aIso under development 

(Marchand et al, 2000; Prasad et al. 1999). 

Compared with other cardiac imaging techniques, uitrasound offers signincant advantages in 

many situations. Lt is widely available, relativefy inexpensive, offers high spatial and temporal 

resolution (1 to 2 mm at 30 fimes/sec), does not involve ionizing radiation, requires short exam 

times, and is potentidy portable (complete hand-held ultrasound machines weighing less than 

3kg are now available (Hwang et al. 1998)). Despite these advantages, ultrasound has been 

Limited by its inability to measure myocardiai blood flow non-invasively. A non-invasive means 

of measuring blood flow in the myocardium with uItrasound could have a significant impact on 

the diagnosis and management of patients with ischemic heart disease. 

1.2 Basic tincjples of Ultrasonik lllutging 

ULtrasonic imaging uses pulselecho ranging principles similar to those used in radar and 

sonar. The imagiog process starts with the application of an electrical pulse to an ultrasonic 

transducer. The transducer converts this electrical pulse into a high frequency ultrasound pulse 

that it directs into tissue (Figure 2a). The trandtted pulse is composed of a high frequency 



sinusoidal "ccarrïer", usuaüy at or near to the nahiral resonant fiquency, fo, of the 

transducer, modulateci by a slowly-varying "envelope", ~ ( t )  Eigore 2b): 

p(t) = ~ ( t )  -COS~I&~~, 

where t is the t h e  from the start of transmission. 

Figure 2: Pnizciples of ultrasonic imaging: a) an ~Itrc~sonicpulse is trmrsntitted into tissue; b) 
the transmitted pulse is the product of a slowly varying envelope and a sinusoidal c'carrier"; c) 
echoes are produced by structures in the body; d) the eches  are detected by the transducer and 
reconverted into an electrïcal signal (e);fl the stgnal is compensated for attenuation and the 
envelope tr extracted; g) each echo is converted into a line in the image with a brighiness related 
to the intensity of the echa 



Whenever the outgoing pulse encounters an interface between tissues with dif5erent mechanical 

properties, a fraction of the sound energy is scattered back towards the transducer (Figure 2c), 

where it is reconverted into an electrical echo signal, s(t) , which is the sum of the echoes from 

al1 scattexhg interfaces (using the subscxipt 1 to denot the ith interface) dong the line of sight 

(Figure 24e): 

~ ( t )  = g(t)x~;(t -tG)* COS (t - kd j )  2 
i 

where the subscript i is used to denote the zh interface. Here, e is replaced by E' to show that 

the envelope of the each echo wiIl m e r  from the enveIope of the transmitted pdse due to the 

combined effects of attenuation, scattering, the frequency response of the transducer, and 

fiitering of the echo signals. 

Because the speed of sound in most soft tissues is similar, each echo will arrive back at the 

transducer with a delay, t,, , proportional to the depth of the corresponding interface: 

- 2 - depth, 
td , i  - Y 

'Ld 
where c,,, is the speed of sound in tissue. 

As sound travels through tissue, it is attenuated due to scattering and absorption, making 

echoes from deeper structures weaker than those from supdcial structures. To compensate for 

the depth-dependent intensity of the retuming sound, the echo signals are amplified by an 

amount, g(t), that increases with increasing delay times in a process known as the-gain 

compensation (TOC). Following amplification and TGC, the envelope of each echo signal is 

found (Figure 20. To make a cross-sectional image each detected echo signal is converted to a 

line in the image whose brightness at each point is related to the amplitude of the echo envelope 

fiom the corresponding depth (Figure 2g). The pulselecho process is then repeated rapidly down 

many lines of sight and an image is formed. Such ultrasomd imaging is referred to variously as 



greyscde imaging, 2D imaging or B-mode @nghtness) imaging. Depending on the 

maximum imaging depth and the number of pulses transmitte6, sustained rates of over 50 2D 

images per second can be producd by clinical ultrasound systems. Sample uitrasound images of 

the heart are shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Ultrasonic cross-sectional r'mages of a dog heart made with a phased array 
transducer: a) apical 4-chamber view Cforeshortened); 6) Right parasteml short aKis view; 
c),d) schematics of a) and 6). The n'ght hand skie markers are in cm. LV=i& ventricle, RV = 
right ventrkle; LA = lefr ammum; RA=right atntniun; S=septum; A=apex; L=lateral wail- The 
myocardim of the lefr ventricle (shuded) is of primaiy interest in p e m i o n  imaging. 

1.21 Connections Between Mechanical and Acoastic Properties 

Ultrasound waves are longitudinal pressure waves created by altemately pushing and pulling 

on a medium. We can think of the medium as an assembly of smaU masses connectecl by 

springs: the masses are compressed together during the push (or condensation) and moved apart 



by the pull (or rarefaction). The combination of the spring forces and the inertia of the 

masses causes the sound wave to propagate through the medium with a speed given by 

where p, @dm3) is the density of the medium (the masses), and (~a-') is the adiabatic bullc 

compressibility of the medium (the springs). For diagnostic ultrasound imaging, the speed of 

sound in tissue is usually assumed to be constant at 1540 mls, which is close to the speed of 

sound in water at body temperature- 

The reIationship between sound speed, fiequency ( f ) and wavelength (A) is given by 

For diagnostic imaging, sound fiequecies of 2 to 10 M H i  are commonIy used corresponding to 

wavelengths between 0.75 and 0.15 mm. The wavelength of sound acts as a form of d e r  for 

medical ultrasound, goveming imaging resolution and the nature of scattering processes. 

1.2.2 Bandwidth and Axial Resolution 

Ultrasonic imaging uses echo delays to measwe distances (sec Equation 3). If the duration 

of the transmitted pulse is T,, seconds, then echoes arriving less than r,, seconds apart will 

be blurred together- This blurring limits the axial resolution of the imaging system to: 

Lsowd ' p u t e  d l  resolution = 
3 
& 

To optimize axial resolution, the transmitted pulse must be as short as possible. Figure 4 

shows two possible ultrasound pulses together with the spectra of sound frequencies required to 

fonn them. The duration and bandwidth of a sound pulse are inversely related to each other. 

Hence, imaging resolution is inversely proportional to bandwidth: 



efficiently by a single transducer (the hansducer's bandwidth) ranges h m  50 to 100 % of the 

amal resolution oe: 
1 

bmrdwidth 

transducer centre frequency. Combining this fact with Eq,uations 6 and 7, the £inest imagîng 

8 

-- 

resolution possible is approximately equal to the wavelength of sound at the centre fiequency of 

For typical modem ultrasound systems, the range of fiequencies that can be transmitted 

the transducer: 

maximum resolution = A / 2 - 

Figure 4: Relationship between bandwidth and resolution,- A short ultrasound pulse (a), contains 
a broad spectrum of sodfrequencies (b). Doubling the duration of the pulse (c) halves its 
bandwidth (d), 

1.2.3 Reflection and Scattering 

Interfaces with a lateral extent much larger than the wavelength, such as the interface 

between two organs, behave as specular reflectors, reflecting sound as a m i w r  rtfiects light For 

normaliy incident plane waves, the fraction of the incident sound intensity reflected by such an 

interface, R I Z ,  is independent of sound frequency and is given by (Shung and Thieme 1993) 



where 2, and 2, are the characteristic acoustic Unpedances of the two tissues fonning the 

interface, The characteristic acoustic impedance of a medium is defined as the ratio of the 

incident acoustic pressure at a point in the medium to the particle displacement at the same point. 

For plane waves, the acoustic impedance (in Rayls) is 

When a sound wave encouriters muitiple scatterkg interfaces in tissue with dimensions on 

the order of the sound wavelength or smailer, the scatterhg process, sometirnes cailed stochastic 

scattering, is much more complicated For any scatterer, the scatterhg cross-section in mm2, 

o@), is a function of the fiequency and may be defined as 

total scattered power 12 
o') = incident intensity 

The differential backscatter cross-section of a single scatterer, a, (f) (m'-si1) is deked  

sirnilarly as the power scattered backwards per unit solid angle divided by the incident intensity. 

For a complex medium such as tissue, composed of many random scatterers, the backscatter 

coefficient, a, (f) (m-'-si1), is defined as the differential backscattering cross-section per unit 

volume- 

As an ultrasound wave propagates thugh  a unifonn tissue, its intensity decreases 

exponentially with depth due to absorption and scattering. The attenuation coefficient for a given 

tissue, au) ( d ~  -m-'), is defined as the fractional rate of attenuation per unit depth and is a 



function of fieqyency. For most tissues, a(f) incnases approximately Iineady with 

fkequency, with typical values ranging from 0.3 to O-? dBlcrn/MHz2 

Together, specular re£iection, stochastic backscatter and attenuation are responsible for the 

appearance of tissue in an dtrasound Mage. SpecuIar reflections produce strong echoes dong 

the boudaries between different organs, which are usefui for depicting anatomy. Backscatter 

produces different levels of image brighmess depending upon inter-cehiar and intra-cellular 

structure, enabling different tissues to be distingtüshed, Changes in attenuation produce either 

shadows or enhancement behind structures in the body and can be used to differentiate and 

ident- tissues. 

1.25 Doppler Ultrasaund Detection of Bïood Flow 

In the bquency range used in medical ultrasound (2 to 10 MHz), blwd is a very poor 

reflector of ultrasound, with a backscatter coefficient between 100 and 500 times smaller (20-27 

dB smaller) than the backscatter coefficients of soft tissues (Jensen 1996; Shung et al, 197e 

Shung and Thierne 1993). Reflections fkom blood within vessels less than one or two 

wavelengths in diameter (0- 15 to 1.5 mm dependhg on frequency) are thus masked by the 

stronger echoes kom the surrounding tissues and cannot nomally be seen. For this reason, 

uitrasound greyscale imaging is of lïmited utility in imaging the anatomy of the vascular system 

and cannot provide functional information about haemodynamics. 

The Daibei scale is a iogarïthrnic scaie useci to compare power or intensity- It is defined by: 
r 7 

power 
power(dB) = IOlog,, 

refereen power 1 - 
Thus, 10 decibels (dB) represents a power 10 times larger than the reference value and 20 dB represents a 

power 100 times greater than the reference value. 



Pulsed Doppler ultrasound offers a method to detect the presence and veIocity of movhg 

blood (Jensen 1996). With diis technique, a rapid series of ultrasonic pulses is traosmitted down 

the same line of sight into tissue and the echoes are detected for processing, Echoes fiom 

scatterers moving towards or away h m  the transducer will arrive at the transducer with delays 

that change fiom echo to echo, For an isolated scatterer moving towards the transducer with a 

relative velocity, v, the echo signal, s(k. t ) , due to the km transmitted pulse will be (fiom 

Equation 2): 

s(k,t) = =(t)&'(t-td - ( k - 1 ) 6 i i ) - ~ o ~ ~ ~ ( t - t ~  - ( k - l k , )  13 
9 

where t represents the tirne fiom the start of transmission of the kUL pulse. The change in delay, 

A&, between successive echoes wili be proportional to velocity (fkom Equation 3): 

Atd = 2Mepth 2vT =- 1'4 

C m d  =round 

where T is the pulse repetition interval (PRI) (the the between successive pulses)3. 

To extract the delays, the carrier frequency components of the echo signals are usually 

removed in a process lcnown as quadrature demodulation. Each echo signal is multiplied by 

two signals, denoted I(k,t) (in-phase) and Q(k,t) (quadrature) respectively: 

2v 
- q>W = @d -Wo- kT, 

= I O d  

where @(k) is independent of t and & is a constant. The term E' is used in this equation ta 

show that the echo signal envelope may be affectecl by the nIters used in the demodulation 



process- These expressions assume that attenuaîion does not cause significant changes 

FolIowing demodulation, a time delay, t,, , is chosen corresponding to a depth of interest down 

the Iine of sight, and the in-phase and quadrature signals from each echo are sampIed at this 

delay and combined to fonn a sampled complex Doppler signal, A(k) (Figure 5): 

envelope 

w here: 

Equation 16 shows that the Doppler signal, A(k) , wÎii be the product slowly varying 

envelope and a complex sinusoid with a frequency, f, , proportional to velocity as given by the 

Doppler equation (Equation 17), sampled at the Doppler pulse repetition frequency, f ,, = 1/T. 

When the echoes nom all scatterers at the depth of interest are combined, A(k) will contain a 

spectrum of Doppler fkequencies related to the distribution of scatterer velocities. To estimate 

the distribution of blood velocities, a high-pas filter (a "clutter" or C4~all" filter) is applied to the 

Doppler signal to eliminate echoes fiom slow-moving tissue, and a windowed Fourier transfonn 

is then applied to the Htered sipals. Due to the sampled nature of the Doppler signal, velocities 

can be calculated unarnbiguously only if al l  Doppler fiequency shifts are below the Nyquist 

frequency, fNYq, defined as: 

3 The approximation in Quaiion 14 is valid when v/cSod « 1 . In the human body, the fastest velocities 

are on the order of 1 to 3 nJs for blood flow in the aorta (Jensen 1996). so that V, /c,, < 11 5 0 .  



Doppler fieqyencies higher than fy, will produce an artifact h o ~ n  as and be 

misinterpreted as Iower fiequencies (Jensen 1996). 

Echo Signal, s(kt) b) In-Phase component, Iik t) c) Doppler Signai 

-1 O 1 
amplitude 

Figure 5: Simulation of pulsed Doppler detection: a) sùnulated e c b  signals for a moving target, 
s(k,t); b) in-phase component of demodulated echoes, I@,t), showing the location of the sample 
gate (dotted Iine). The echo time on the horizontal axis has been converted to depth; c) real 
component of Doppler signal, A(Q j b n  simple gate. The fiequency of the Doppler signal is 
proportt'onol tu velocity The simulation paranterers were: fo= I Ml&, T= I ms (M= I HZ), 
v= 15 d s ,  giviizg fd=200 Hz (Equation 17). 

1.2.6 Colour Dopp1er b g i n g  

B y transmining fiom 4 to 16 Doppler pulses down each Lines of sight in the image plane and 

processing the resulting cchoes, a colour Doppier image can be fomed in which colour indicates 

the estimated mean velocity of the moving blood at each point on the image (Ferrara and 

DeAngelis 1997). Rather than calculating the Doppler spectnim h m  4 to 16 samples, 



algorïthms are usuaIty employed which estimate veIocity fiom the m a n  change in time 

delay or phase using Equations 14 or 15 respectïvely (Omoto and Kasai 1987)- A related 

technique, power Doppler imaging, produces a .  image whose colour is related to the power of 

the Doppler signal, which is proportional to the volume ofmoving blood at each point on the 

image (Rubin et ai, 1995). Such Doppler ultrasound systems provide anatomical and finctional 

information about the vasculature and are widely used clinicdly to detect the presence and 

velocity of blood flowing in large blood vessels (arteries, large arterioles and veins) VayIor et al, 

1995)- 

1.2.7 of Doppler Techniques 

Two sources of unwanted signais mask the echoes fkom blood and limit the performance of 

Doppler ultrasound: echoes fiom moving tissue ("clutter"), and electronic noise from various 

sources (such as the thermal motion of electrons in the transducer and Doppler receiver). The 

Doppler filters that remove clutter ("clutter" nIters) also remove the echoes fiom slowly moving 

blood (Winkler and Helmke 1990; Winkler et al, 1990)- Electronic noise can mask the weak 

echoes fkom small volumes of blood Iocated deep in tissue ( W i i e r  and HeImke 1990). 

Together, these two factors prevent the reliable detection of blood in small arterioles, capillaries, 

and vendes such as those found in the coronary microcirculation. 

1.3 Mkrobubblë Contrast Agents 

One way to make blood more detectabIe by dtrasound is to introduce scattering particles 

into the blood. To recirculate freely, these particles must be smaller than the diameter of the 

srnallest capillaries in the lungs (about 1 û p )  and consequently much smailer than the 

wavelengths of sound used for medical imaging (150 to 750 pm). The scattering cross-section of 

such a particle can be approxirnated by (Morse and Ingard 1968) 



where the subscripts p and b denote particIe and blood respectively, and R is the particle radius, 

This cross-section can be maximized if the compressï6ilit.y of the partÏcIes is much greater than 

the compressibility of blood, m a b g  gas bubbles the best choice for snch scatterers (Ophir and 

Parker 1989). 

Gas bubbles were first detected in the body with ultrasound in 1968 as an incidentai and 

transient f iding following the rapid injection of saline into the heart CGramiak and Shah 1968). 

Unfortunately, fiee gas bubbIes small enough to pas  through capillaries are unstable in the 

blood and dissolve in a fraction of a second due to the combined effects of surfxe tension and 

difhision (Epstein and Plesset 1949). To prevent dissolution and allow microbubbles to 

recirculate for severai minutes, the bubbles must be stabilized, either by surrounding them with a 

shell, or by filling them with low solubility, high molecular weight gases such as 

perfluorocarbons, or both. The use of ultrasound contrast agents was consequently limited to 

direct intraventricular or intracoronary injections until techniques were perfected for producing 

stable gas microbubbles capable of traversing the pulmonary circulation. 

The fust transpuimonary contrast agent, Albunexm ~ai l inckrodt  Medical, S t  Louis), 

consisting of air bubbles stabilized with a shell of human senun albuniin, was introduced in the 

mid 1980's. This agent contains micron-sized bubbles ranging in diameter fiom approximately 1 

to 10 pm, with a mean diameter of approximately 4 p. Albunex was origindy developed. not 

to enable detection of blood flow in the smdest vessels in the human body, but to improve 

visualizatiun of the border of the left ventricle, the largest blood reservoir in the body Veinstein 

et al, 1990). 



A number of microbubble contrast agents are now undergohg clinical triais or are 

approved for use. These agents contain from log to 10'' bubbles pet miutlitre, and are typically 

administered in boluses of 5 to 50 microlitres per kilogram of body mass. Table 2 sumrnarizes 

the propertïes of some of these agents mecher and Burns 2000; Correas i996; Schiief M6; 

Skyba et aï. 1996; Sontum et ai. i999)- 

Table 2: Propertrks of UItrasound Contrmt Agents 

Agent Manufacturer Gas SheU Mean 
Diameter 

AL700 Acusphere Perfluorocarbon S ynthetic Polymer ? 
Albunex* Malllnckrodt Medical 

Inc. 
Optison* Mallinckrodt Medical 

rnc. 
Echovist** Schering AG 
Levovist*** Schering AG 
Sonavist Schering AG 

Echogen Sonus Pharrnaceuticals 
Sonovue Bracco 
Definity Dupont 

Pharmaceuticals 
Sonazoid Nycomed 
~ c 1 0 0 1 0 0 )  
Quantison Quadrant 
BiSphere Point Biomedical 

Air 

Air 
Air 
Air 

Dodecafiuoropentane 
S u k  Hexafluoride 
Perfluoropropane 

Air 
Aïr 

Cross-ünked 4.3 p 
Albumin 
Cross-linked 2-5 
Albumin 
(galactose rnatrix) 
Palmitic Acid 2-3 
Cyanoacrylate -1 
@oIymer) 
Surfactant 2-5 
Phospholipid -3 
Phosphoiipid ? 
bilayer 
Lipid 3.2 

Albumin 3.2 
Biodegradable 
Polymer 
Buffered ? 
surfactant 

Note: ? = information not available, * = FDA approved (USA), ** = approved in Europe, 
*** = approved in Canada and Europe. 

1.3.1 Acoustic Properties of Microbubble Contrast Agents 

If the behaviour of microbubbles in a sound field were simply to increase the scattering fiom 

blood as suggested by Equation 19, then the treatment of bubble scattering would be complete. 

However, this equation was developed to describe scattering from serni-rigid particles, and does 

not adequately describe the cornplex acoustic behaviour of gas bubbles. A gas bubble cm be 



modeled as a sphere of Iighî, highly compressible gas surromdeci by dense, vimially 

incompressible fluid (teighton 1994). When the bubble is compressed by a sound wave, the 

compressed gas acts as a spring, pushing out on the water to restore the bubble to its eqnili'brÏum 

size. As the bubble changes size, it must move the water surrounding it, which behaves as 

though it bas an effective mass equal to three times the mass of water displaced by the bubble 

(Leighton 1994)- Such a coupling of a m a s  with a restoring spring acts as an oscillator that can 

absorb and release energy extremely efficiently when driven at its natural resonant fiequency. 

Assuming that the pressure, p, and volume, V, of the gas obey a polytropic gas Iaw of the form 

pV' = constant, the resonant frequency for small amplitude oscillations of a fiee gas bubble, 

f, , is approximately 

where p, is the ambient pressure surrounding the bubble (Anderson and Hampton 1980). For an 

air bubble in water at one atmosphere under adiabatic conditions, this equation reduces to 

(Leighton 1994) 

R 1 
-2*- 

22 
A. 500- 

Equation 21 predïcts that the resonant fiequency of a micron-sized gas bubble (capable of 

recirculating) will be 3 MIIz, which is in the middle of the diagnostic frequency range. When 

the above equations are maed to account for surface tension and shell elasticity (Anderson 

and Hampton 1980). the predicted resonant fiequencies of contrast microbubbles will be 

somewhat higher, so that a 6 pm diameter bubble of Albunex is predicted to resonate at 

approximateIy 5 MHz (de Jong 1997; Medwin 1977). 



Medwin provides an approximate f o d a  for the scattering cross-section of a single 

gas bnbble as a function of radius and fiequency (Medwin 1977): 

where 6 is a dimensionless tenn representing the summed effects of viscous, thermal, and 

radiation darnphg (radiation damping refers to the energy carried away by the scattered sound 

wave). For air bubbles between 2 and 20 p, 6 is approximately 0.15 (Leigbton 1994). Below 

resonance, this scattering cross-section has a fiequency dependence sllnüar to that given by 

Equation 19 (Figure 6). Near resonance, the scattering cross-section increases signiticantly, 

limited only by damping effects. Above resonance, this model predicts that the scattering cross- 

section is approximately 4 times the geometnc cross-section (ZR' ), however this model is less 

accurate above resonance and higher order terms are quired (Anderson and Hampton 1980). 

f4 
Figure 6: Theoretical backscotter cross-section of a micron-sked gas bubble m m  Equation 23 
with &O. IS), noornlized to 4& and plotted as ajinction of nonnalitedfieequency. 
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Because all. avallable contrast agents contain a range ofbubble sizes, the echoes fkom 

a population of contrast microbubbles will be the sum of the contriiutions fkom bubbles of many 

sizes, and the frequency dependence wiU be less marked than that given by Equation 23, Sheil 

damping will m e r  d u c e  resonance- For example, the backscatter spectrum from Albunex 

has almost no resonance peak (de Jong 1997; de Jong and Hoff 1993). 

The viscous, themai and radiation damping effects listed above cause energy to be removed 

from the incident sound beam. This energy Ioss for a free gas bubble is given by the extinction 

cross-section, ce 0) (de Jong 1997; Medwin 1977): 

Figure 7: Theoretical extinction (solid line), absorption (dotted line) and back-scattering 
(dushed Iine) cross-sections for a rnicron-sized air bubble plotted against n o d i z e d  fiequency. 



where 6,, = 2#R f c,, is the radiation damping contn'buton to 8 , and a Cf) is the 

absorption cross-section (which describes non-radiative energy Ioss), From Equations 21,23, 

and 24, the scattering, absorption and extinction cross-sections for a micron-sized gas bubble are 

shown in Figure 7, For s d  b u b w  below their resonant fiequency, attenuation is due rnainiy 

to absorption; for larger bubbles above resonance, attenuation is due primady to scattering. 

Boukaz et al. have proposed that the scattering to attenuation ratio (STAR), defined as 

aCf)/q Cf), be used as a figure of merit for ultrasound contcast agents (Boukaz and De Jong 

1996). STAR values up to 12% have been reported for AIbunex @oukaz and De Joug 1996). 

As with backscatter, the attenuation for a population of bubbles will contain contributions 

from bubbIes of many sizes and wiil therefore exhibit less of a resonance peak than the single 

bubble resonance shown in Figure 7 (de Jong and Hoff 1993). 

I.XI.2 Effects of Agent Concentration 

For dilute solutions of a given contrast agent and fixed transmission conditions, backscatter 

is directly proportional to agent concentration (de Jong 1997). Doppler power from flowing 

agent is also proportional to agent concentration, provided that the flow conditions remain 

constant (Schwarz et al. 1993; Schwarz et al. 1996). At low agent concentrations, thus, it is 

possible to contrd the degree of backscatter fiom the blood by adjusting the dose of contrast 

agent. Above a certain concentration, however, agent-induced attenuation will W t  the 

effectiveness of M e r  increases in concentration (de Jong 1997; Uhlendorf 1994). Agent- 

induced attenuation will be particularly signif~cant when sound must be transmitted long 

distances through high concentrations of agent (e.g. when imaging the distal myocardium 

through the ventricles of the heart). 



1.3.1.3 Nontiiaem scattering 

The scattering of sound fiom tissue is a linear process (Shung and Thieme 1993) that 

satisfÏes two conditions: 

xCf,(t)+ fz(f))=~Cf,(t)}fxCfi(t)). 26 
where xCf@)) is the response due to an input, f (t), a is a constant, and f ,  (t) and f, (t) are 

time varying inputs. The k t  condition (Equation 25) States that scaihg the input by a given 

amount scales the response by the same amount, but does not change the shape of the response- 

The second condition (Esuation 26) says that the response due to a sum of two inputs is the sum 

of the individual responses. For linear scattering from tissue, if the incident sound pressure 

varies sinusoidally with tirne at a frequency, f , the scattered wave measured at any point in 

space will also Vary sinusoiddy with time at the same kquency (Morse and Ingard 1968). 

m e n  intensity of the incident sound is low and the induced oscillations in bubble radius are 

s m d (  AR/R cc 1 ), the scattering of sound from gas microbubbles is also a linear process. The 

resonance calculations described in the previous section assume this condition. As the incident 

acoustic pressure amplitude is increased, however, scattenng fiom a microbubble quickly 

becomes nonlinear, especiaily if the incident sound frequency is near the bubble's resonant 

frequency. The nonlinear nature of gas bubbles was f is t  recognized and modeled 

mathematicaily by Lord Rayleigh (Rayleigh 1917). Subsequent workers have refined Rayleigh's 

model, producing models of increasing accuracy and complexïty (Ayme-Bellegarda 1990; 

Leighton 1994; Plesset 1949; Poritsky 195 1 ; Trilling 1952; VoUcurka 1986). The fundamental 

nonlinemity in bubble scattering may be explained as follows: during the expansion phase of 

oscillation, a gas bubble's radius can increase by as much as several hundred percent (MIR > 1 ) 
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due to the high compiessiiility of the gas within. During the contraction phase of 

oscillation, the gas inside the bubbIe stiffens rapidly as the molecules are forced closer together, 

k o m i n g  less compressible and limïting the decrease in bubbIe radius, Because the bubble 

contains a finite mass of gas, the tadius must always be greater than zero, and hence the 

fiactional radius change during contraction must always be less than 100%. This pressure- 

dependent asymmetry in the radial response of the bubble creates a corresponding asymmetry in 

the scattered sound. 

1 -3. 1-4 Harmonies, Subharmonics and Superhunnonics 

One of the effects of noniinear scattering from near-resonant microbubbles is to introduce 

harmonic distortions into the scattered sound. If the incident sowid contains components at a 

fiequency,f, then the scattered sound will contain components not just atf, but also at higher 

hannonics (25 3f; and so on)- Tt is also possible for an osciUating bubble to generate 

subharmonics (fZ2, fB, f/4.- .) and ultrahannonics (3fR, 5f/2, 7fn.. .) of the incident sound 

frequency (Brennan 1995; Lauterbom 1976 Leighton 1994). For contrast agents under 

diagnostic imaging conditions, theoretical and experimental results show that the second 

harmonic component is almost always larger than aIl other components except the fundamental 

(Eatock and Johnston 1985; Morgan et aI. 1997). While the pressure amplitude of the iinear 

echo is proportional to the incident pressure, theory for single fiequency insonation predicts that 

the pressure of the second harmonic echo will be proportional to the square of the incident 

pressure (Church 1995; Miller 198 1). 

1.3- 1.5 Transient Scattering anà Microbubble Disruption 

Most contrast microbubbles require a shell or surfactant to stabilize them and prevent 

dissolution. When these agents are exposed to pulsed ultrasound at diagnostic pressures and 



fiequencies, the bubbles can dismpt, produchg echoes which decay in amplitude fiom 

pulse to pulse and disappear completely in tirnes varying fkom microseconds to hundreds of 

milliseconds. 

Figure 8 sununarizes the results of an expriment in which diluted samples of stationary 

contrast microbubbles were exposed to S-cycle tone bwsts of pulsed ultrasound at 2.2 MEli 

(Burns et ai. 1997). 

O 
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Figure 8: a) Normaked echo amplitude versus îime qFer start of iitsonution for samples of SHU 
563A insonated ant d~gerent transmit pressures. In each case, the transmitted pulses were 5 cycle 
tone bursts ut 2.2 AlHz nnd the pulse repetitionfiequency was 2 ktlz b) Normalized Doppler 
specba for the data shown in a). Eigh intensity s o d  disrupts microbubbles, producing 
rneasurable Doppler shifs. The thin lines represent the stCUtdCLrd error of the mean. 
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When the incident souad peak-to-peakpressure amplitude was 2.8 MPa (wïtbin the 

range of pressures used for diagnostic imaging), echoes fiom the air-filled, polymer-shelled 

agent SonavistTM (Scherhg AG, Berlin) decayed rapidly over apenod of 5-20 ms, after which 

time echo strength continued to decrease at  a slower rate (Figure 8a). For lower incident 

pressures, the bubbles decayed progressively more slowly. This decay of microbubble echoes 

caused a corresponding broadening of the microbubble Doppler spectnim that was inversely 

proportional to the bubble lifetime in the sound beam (Figure ab). A similar phenornenon, 

c'transit tirne broadening", occurs in conventionai Doppler ultrasound since moving blood spends 

only a limitted tirne within the sound beam (Jensen 1996). When the same experiments were 

performed using the perfluoropropane-fw albumin-shelled agent Optison, bubble Lifetirnes 

were on the order of 200 to 400 ms, and spectrai broadening was measurable but reduced 

accordingly, 

Experiments similar to the one described above have b e n  perfonned on a wide range of 

different agents with qualitatively similar results, and a picture is emerging of the processes 

involved- Dayton et al. (Dayton et al. 1999b), who investigated disruption of isoiated 

rnicrobubbles using both optical and acoustic measurements, concluded that disruption occurred 

through a combination of mechanisms including: 

1. Gradua1 Gas D'iion: The initial sound pulse ciisnipts the SM and the gas within the 

bubble subsequently diffuses into the surrounding solution. 

2. Formation of a Defect, Escape of Gas: The initial sound pulse creates a defect in the bubble 

through which the gas escapes and dissolves into soIutïon. 

3. Microbubble Fragmentation: The initial sound pulse breaks the bubble into a number of 

smaller fiee gas bubbles which dissolve into solution over the course of successive pulses. 



Rapid Destruction of a Bubble: This is essentiaüy an accelerated version of 

rnicrobubbIe hgmentation in which shell hgments ami gas are ejected rapidly from the 

bubble foilowing the f h t  incident pulse. 

For Optison, these processes were observed to occur with incceasing rapidity and seventy 

according to incident acoustic pressure, startïng with gradual diffusion at -100 kPa Time scales 

ranged from tens of seconds (for graduai diffusion) to tens of milliseconds (for fragmentation) 

and could be prolonged by increasing perfluoropropane concentrations in the surroundmg fluid, 

Due to the complex nature of microbubble disnxption and the varied nature of microbubble 

shells and sizes, few quantitative models exist to d e s m i  these mechanisms, Models of the 

passive diffusion of gas fiom a the gas bubble indicate that the diffusion process is dependent 

upon many factors including: gas density; gas diffirsivity, soIubility, and starting concentration in 

the surrounding fluid; surface tension; ambient pressure; temperature, and bubble radius (Epstein 

and Plesset 1949; Leighton 1994)- Sheil properties and bIood surfactants wiIl also affect gas 

diffusion from contrast rnicrobubbles in vivo. 

1.3.1.6 Cavitation and BioMects 

Whenever a physical probe such as sound is used to interrogate the body, safety should 

always be considered. In particular, the interaction of sound with gas-filled cavities is known to 

produce measurable biological effects ("bioeffects") under some conditions (Bamett 1998). 

These conditions and their relevance to ultrasound contrast imaging are reviewed below. 

The formation, growth and coiIapse of a gas cavity in fluid as a result of ultrasound 

exposure, commonly called cavitation, was studied intensively even pnor to the development of 

microbubble contrast agents (Brennan 1995). In fact, most of the mathematid models used to 

describe contrast microbubbles were originally developed to mode1 cavitation (Plesset 1949; 

Pontsky 1951; Rayleigh I9 17). M e n  sound waves of sufncient htensity travel through a fluid, 



the rarefactional haIfcycle of the sound wave c m  actudy tear the finid apart, creatuig 

spherical cavities wimin the fiaid The substquent rapid coiIapse ofthese cavities during the 

compressiona1 haif cycle of the sound wave can focus large amounts ofenergy into a very small 

volume, raising the temperature at the centre of the colïapse to thousands of degrees Kelvin, 

forming fiee radicals, and even emitting flashes of Light (sonol~nescence) (Apfel 1997; 

Leighton 1994; Riesz et  aI, 1985; Riesz and Christman 1986; Suslick 1989). 

Concern over potentiai cavitation-induced bioeffécts in diagnostic ultrasound has lead to the 

development of several indices to describe the relative Likeiihood of cavitation h m  clinical 

instruments (Apfel and Holland 199 1). The most commoniy used index, the Mechanical Index 

mm, is 

where p, is the peak rarefactionai pressure of the incident sound in MPa, and f is the frequency 

in MHz (Leighton 1994). This index, related to the amount of mechanical work that can be 

performed on a bubble during a single negative half cycle of sound (Apfel and Holland 199 1), is 

now displayed on the monitors of most clinical uitrasound systems. Reported values of MI from 

clinical systems range fiom approximately O. 1 to 1.9. With the exception of one study which 

showed cavitation-induced hemorrhage in mouse lung (Child et al. 1990), no evidence of 

bioeffects fiom conventional imaging at these levets have been reported, 

Several groups have pexfomed experiment. to assess whether the presence of contrast 

microbubbles c m  act as cavitation s&, potentiating cavitation-induced bioeffects (Everbach et 

al. 1998; Holland et al. 1992; Miller et al, 1997; Miller and Thomas 1995; Miller et al. 1991; 

Miller et al, 1996; Wiiams et  al. 1991). While almost ail of these groups have shown that 

adding contrast agents to blood increased cavitation effects (e.g, peroxide formation, acoustic 

emissions) and related bioeffects (e-g. hemolysis, platelet lysis), al1 signincant bioeffects 
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occurred with either very high agent concentration, sound puise duration or ML, or with 

decreased hematoCnt (Fowkes and Holîand 2000). In experïments in which clinicaliy relevant 

values of these parameters were used (agent concenm-on 4 2  %, puIse duration p, M i .  

1.9, hematocrit - 40-45%), no signiscant bioeffects have been repoaed (Miller et al, 1997; 

UhIendorf and EIoffinan 1994). Such d t s  suggest that contrast imagùig should not produce 

significant bioeffects provideci that the transmit intensities used (is measured by the mechanical 

index), are no larger than those used at present, These redts  are preliminary, and more work is 

required to monitor the safety of microbubble imaging technives. Using as low a mechanicd 

index as possible, and minimin'ng ultrasound exposure, the margin of safiety can be maximized 

(Barnett 1998; Fowkes and Holland 2000). 

The acoustic behaviour of microbubbIe contrast agents as a function of MI is summarized in 

Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: me acoustic response of microbubble contrast agents to pulsed ultrasound ut 
diagnostkj?equencies varies according to the mechanical index (MI). At the low end of the 
diagnostic range (M = 0.05 to 0-I), nwst agents already exhibit signs of nonlinear scattering, 
but few are disnpted signiftcantly. At the high end of the diàgnostk range (M=I.I to I.9). 
almost al2 agents are highly nonlinear and disnpt  quickly. SSignifccant bioeffects have been 
detected above the range of mechanical indices used diagnostically. 
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L4 ExiSfing TechniQues for Microbubbîk Ikagiig 

The goal of thïs woric is to saidy and improve techniques for detecting and imaging contrast 

microbubbles in the presence of tissue. Because existing DoppIer uItrasound tec6aiques are 

capable of detecting blood tlow in Iarger vessels, interest is focussed on detecting microbubbles 

in terminai arterioles, capillaries and vendes where blood carmot be detected by other means, 

The foliowing sections review the techniques that currently exist for detecting microbubble 

contrast agents in vivo- 

1.4.1 Conventiollztl Gre y d e  Imaging 

Conventional greyscale imaging is poorly suited to the detection of microbubble contrast 

agents. In conventional imagîng, sound is transmitted and received over the same band of 

frequencies, usually comparable to the bandwidth of the transducer. Because almost di of the 

energy scattered from tissue lies in this frequency range, the echoes fiom small quantities of 

microbubbles wiiI be masked by strong echoes fkom tissue. For instance, blood occupies 

approximately 8 to 14% of the volume of the myocardium (Kassab et al. 1994a). Because the 

backscatter fiom blood is 100 to 500 times weaker thm tissue (Jensen 1996; Shung et al. 1976; 

Shung and Thieme 1993), the blood backscatter must be increased by a factor of roughly lûûû to 

5000 (30-37 dB) More the scattering from blood is even comparabIe the scattering fiom the 

myocardium. While curreut contrast agents can achieve this level of enhancement at hi@ doses 

(subject to attenuation), fundamental greyscale imaging is inefficient and now is seldom used for 

contrast imaging. 

Miller £irst suggested the use of second harmonic emissions to detect resonant bubbles in 

198 1 (Miller 198 1). In harmonic detection, sound is transmitted at one frequency, f,, and the 



echoes are detected at the second harmonic of the transmit fkequency, 26- Because 

resonant bubbles are noalinear scatterers, they wiii generate detectabIe echoes at 2f,, whereas the 

iïnear echoes fkom tissue will be concentrated at the fiuidamental,f, and can be eliminated by 

suitable filters- For comparable backscatter at the transmit fiequency, contrast agents can scatter 

up to 15 to 20 dB more energy at the second hannonic than ünear scatterers such as ce~ulose or 

tissue (Figure 10). 

- - 
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Figure IO: Echo spectra of the contrast agent Sonavist a d  1inear scattering cellulose partieles 
following honation at 2.2 MI=lz and 6W Pa. Conîrast agents c m  scaîter 25 to 20 dS more 
energy at the second harmonic t h  Iinear scatterers. 

Harmonic detection, combined with pulsed wave and colour Doppler, was first used to 

detect and image microbubble contrast agents i i z  vivo in 1992 by Bums et al. (Burns et ai. 1992), 

who demonstrated that clutter could be reduced significantly with this method, enhancing agent 

detection. Harmonic detection was subsequently applied to power Doppler and greyscale 

imaging techniques (Burns 1996: Burns et al. 1994; Burns et al. 1996). Both of these latter 

techniques are now used extensively for ultrasound contrast imaghg, and are available on many 

chical imaging systems. To provide a given level of myocardial enhancement, harmonic 



imaging wouId require Iess than 1/30" the dose of microbubbles that wouId be required in 

conventional greyscale imaging4- 

1.43 Transient Power Doppler Imaging 

Power Doppler imaging using hi& intensity transmit pulses (at MLs above 1.0) is the most 

sensitive technique currently a d a b l e  for detecting and irnagùig microbubble contrast agents in 

the microcirculation. UhIendorf (UhIendorf and Koffman 1994) first showed that the high 

intensity pulses transmitted with this technique can disrupt microbubbles, producing transient 

Doppler that shifts that can be used to distinguish microbubbles nom tissue, even when both are 

stationary. The cut-off fiequency of the Doppler clutter filter should be chosen so that echoes 

fkom stationary and moving tissue are suppressed while the high Doppler îï-equency echoes b m  

disrupting microbubbles are detected. Power Doppler imaging is commonly combined with 

harmonic detection in an attempt to d u c e  fuaher the amount of signal detected from tissue. 

Because all  the microbubbies within the scan plane are dismpted each time an image is 

made, sufficient time must be aüowed between images for blood to reperfuse the entire thickness 

of the scan plane. For example, if 5 mm of a vessel Lie within the scan plane and the blood 

velocity is 1 d s ,  it wül take 5 seconds for the vessel segment to be MIy refilled with agent. 

Because of this, electrocardiogram-tnggend (ECG-triggered) imaging is comonly  used to 

detect perfusion in the myocardium, at typical rates of one image frame per 3 to 8 heartbeats 

(Porter and Xie 1995; Porter et al. 1996). 

1A.4 Microbubble ContrPst Imaging in CPrdiology 

Since the frst reports of microbubble contrast effects in 1968 (Gramiak and Shah 1968), the 

development of clinical applications of contrast techniques has been ongouig. These 
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applications may be subdivided into two cIasses: those that do not rrquire contrast agents 

that pass through the lungs and those that do. 

Prïor to the introduction of Albunex, all contrast effects were short lived since microbubbles 

were removed by the lungs or disolved rapidiy- One of the first applications of microbubbles 

was for the detection of intracardiac shunting (FowIkes and Holland 2000). htravenous 

injections of agitated saline or dextrose were administered and the appeacance of microbubbles 

in the left heart was used to identify right-to-left shunting (these bubbles would otherwise have 

been Ntered by the lnngs). In the early 1980's experïments in dogs showed that it was possible 

to assess myocardiai perfiision by injecting gelatin-encapsulated microbubbles directly into the 

coronary arteries and measuring changes in fiindamentai greyscale image intensity (Armstrong et 

aL 1982). Subsequent experiments with intracoronary and aortic root injections of microbubbies 

have shown that such Myocardial Contrast Echocardiography ( M a )  c m  be used to quantify 

infarct volumes (Linka et al. 1997) and to assess myocardial viability (Villanueva et al- 1996). 

Areas of microvascular obstruction as assessed by contrast echocardiography correlate with 

hîstoIogical meamements and measurements by other imaging techniques such as MM and 

SPECT (Kaul et al. 1997; Wu et ai, 1998a). Intracoronary injections of contrast microbubbles in 

humans have been used experimentally to identify regions of intact microvasculature, 

hibernahg myocardium, and risk areas following acute myocardial infaction (Ito et ai. 1993; 

Nagueh et al. 1997; Ragosta et al. 1994). Because direct intracoronary injections of 

microbubbles can produce high microbubble concentrations in the myocardium and because no 

microbubbles are present within the ventricles to cause attenuation, these techniques can be 

performed successfully with greyscale imaging (although harmonic imaging provides superior 

contrast (Fimchke et al, 1997)). m e  their invasive nature makes intracoronary injections less 

4 Signal power is proportional CO agent concentration and 15 dB represents a factor of31.6 in power. 



desirabk for routine use, these experiments have prompted widespread interest in 

measuring myocardial perfüsion with traosprrlmonary contrast agents following intravenous 

injstion- 

With the introduction of Albunex and other contrast agents capable of passing through the 

pulmonary circulation, i t  became possible to detect microbubbles routineIy in the left heart 

following intravenous injection, The f i t  clinicaliy approved appkation of these 

transpulmonary agents was to opacify the left ventricle, Filling the left ventricle with 

microbubbles improves detection of the endocardial border and has been shown to hcrease 

diagnostic accuracy in ''ciifficuit" patients who cannot be imaged successfiilly with conventional 

ultrasound due to imaging artEacts (Cohen et d. 1998; Feinstein et al, 1990; Grayburn et al- 

1998). For this application, hannonic imaging has been shown to provide better contrast than 

conventional greyscale imaging. 

Studies have been conducted to determine whether o r  not myocardial perfusion can be 

detected routinely following intravenous injections of contrast microbubbles. Using intermittent 

hamionic imaging and intravenous injections of the contrast agent Optison (Malünclcrodt, St 

Louis) with pharmacological stress testùig, Kaul et al. showed a 92 % concordance between 

segmental myocardial pemision scores measured with microbubbles and with "Tc-Sestamibi 

SPECT imaging (Kaul et ai. 1997). Conversely, Marwick et ai. using simila. ïmaging without 

stress testing in a large muiti-centre trial of the agent NClOOlûû reported much lower sensitivity 

and specificity compared with SPECT irnaging (Marwick et al. 1998)'. When real t h e  imaging 

was used in the NClOOlûû trial, results were much worse and technicd feasl%ility (the 

percentage of interpetable segments) was below 50 %. While it now appears clear that 

* Cornparison of these two trials suggests that the NClOOlOO trial lacked a c l d y  defined imaging 
methodology. 



intermittent power Doppler techniques are more sensitive than harmonic greyscale 

imaging (Becher et al, 2 0 ) ,  no large scale chical trial results have been conducted with this 

technique. In summary, while resuIts from some centres show promise, more work is required to 

pefiect imagïng techniques and methodologies before perfusion imaging becornes feasible for 

widespread use (De Maria et al. 1998). Although a technique is needed to provide the 

sirnultaneous real time examination of both myocardial pemision and regional w d  motion 

(Main and Garyburn 1999), myocardÏd perfusion has not been demonstrated in real t he  with 

either harmonic or Doppler imaging, 

1.4.5 Limitations of Existïng Techniques: 

4 I Hannonic Detection 

Harmonic detection involves an inherent tradeoff between contrast and imaging resolution 

(Powers et al- 1997)(Fîgure 11): if the transmit pulse bandwidth (centred aboutfi) and the 

receive füter passband (centred about 2f0) overlap, then the iinear echoes fiom tissue will be 

detected in the harmonic signal. Such echoes reduce agent to tissue contrast and can mask the 

nonlinear echoes from small quantities of agent, especially at low incident intensities when 

noniinear scattering is weak. To increase contrast, the transmit and receive bandwidths must be 

narrowed, degrading axial resolution. This tradeoff currently limits both the contrast and 

resolution of hannonic imaging techniques, particularly in situations where in sim concentrations 

of agent or incident sound intensities are lirnited. The compromised resolution of harmonic 

imaging limits its ability to image s m d  vessels, such as those supplying the myocardium and 

vascularized tumours. 



Contrast e Resolution 

Figure I l :  Overlap between the transmit and receive passbandr results iiz unwanted signal in 
hannonic mode (stiaded areas), creating afundamental tradeoff between contrast and 
resalution. mis îradeoff ù especially severe when the hamunie echoes are weak (righc doned 
line). 

Because of its reduced contrast at low transmit intensities. harmonic imaging is commonly 

performed at high transmit intensities (Mb1.0) where microbubble dismption is rapid and 

imaging kame rates must be reduced si@~cantIy to maintain detection sensitivity (Porter et al. 

1996). The power-dependent contrast of harmonic imaging also leads to variations in agent-to- 

tissue contrast with depth and transmit focus. 

At high transmit intensities, harmoaic imaghg encounters yet another problem: harmonic 

echoes detected from tissue cm mask the bubble harmonics, reducing contrast These rissue 

harmonics" are generated not by nonlinear scattering (as with rnicrobubbles), but by nonlinear 

distortion of the transmitted sound as it travels through tissue folIowed by linear scattering fiom 

tissue (Averkiou and Hamilton 1995; Hamilton and Blackstock 1998). The origins of tissue 

harmonks and their infiuence on diagnostic imaging are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. 

1.4.5-2 Transient Doppler Detection 

Transient Doppler detection also has drawbacks. The low frame rates required to achieve 

contrast prolong exam times and reduce the number of images that can be acquired with a given 

dose of contrast media. Because the rate of microbubble disruption is a strong function of the 
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intensity of the incident sound (Section 1.3.1.5), detection sensitivity wiIi Vary with depth 

in the haging plane, even more so than in hannonic imaging- Because radio fiequency and 

Doppler speztra of microbubble echoes Vary with bubble propertïes and acoustic conditions, 

Doppler filters must be optimized for each combination of agent conditions, complicating system 

design- 

In the following chapters, techniques are mtroduced which overcome some of the iimitations 

of existing contrast imaging techniques, and which shouid facilitate the ciinicd use of ultrasound 

contrast agents for detecting myocardial perfiision. 

In Chapter 2, a new microbubble detection technique called pulse inversion Doppler (PD) is 

introduced. Data from experiments performed in vivo are used to compare P D  with 

fundamental and harmonic Doppler techniques and identify potential benefits of PID detection. 

This work was fmt presented at the 1997 IEEE U1trasonics Symposium (Toronto)(Hope 

Simpson and Burns 1997), and was later published in the IEEE Transactions on UItrasonics, 

Ferroelectrics and fiequency control (Hope Simpson et al. 1999). Pacts of this work have been 

submitted for patent protection with the U.S. and European patent ofoces (Burns and Hope 

Simpson 1998). 

In Chapter 3, a method is described for designing radio frequency and Doppler nIters for 

detecting and imaging microbubble contrast agents in the microcirculation which exploits direct 

measurements of the echoes fiom contrast agents and tissue. To demonstrate its application, this 

method is used to design Doppler and pulse inversion Doppler nIters for myocardial perhision. 

The text of Chapter 3 is condensed from a paper submitted for publication in the IEEE 

Transactions on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics and Fquency Control. Work on pulse inversion 

Doppler perhision imaging was first presented at the 3* Thoraxcentre European Contrast 
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Symposium (Rotterdam, 1998), where it received the Young Iiivestigator's Award (Hope 

Simpson and Burns 1998b). 

Chapter4 uses the techniques outIined in Chapter 3 to assess the power dependence of 

Doppler, pulse inversion Doppler and hannonic imaging for detecting myoçardiai perfüsion in 

anaesthetized dogs. The Iow power performance of pulse inversion Doppler is examined in 

detail, and the potential for reai time pt&sion ùnaging with PID is demonstrated. This Chapter 

expands upon work first presented at the 1998 IEEE UltrasonÏcs Symposium (Sendai, Japau) 

(Hope Simpson and Burns 1998a) and has been submitted for publication in UItrasound in 

Medicine and BioIogy (Hope Simpson et al. 2000)- 

Chapter 5 covers severai important applications of pulse inversion DoppIer imaging. 

Intermittent and reai-time myocardial perfiision imaging, quantification of myocardial blood 

flow, imaging of blood flow in hepatic masses, and nonlinear tissue imaging are discussed. The 

section on quantification of blood flow contains work performed in collaboration with Dr. P. N. 

Burns, and presented by Dr. Burns at the 5fi Heart Centre European Contrast Symposium, 

(Rotterdam, 2ûûû) (Burns et al. 2000b). This chapter also includes work from a recent 

collaborative paper on liver irnaging (Burns et al. 2000c). and an invited paper on nonlinear 

imaging (Burns et al. 2000a). 

In Chapter 6, the signincance of the present work and the future of ultrasound contrast 

imaging are discussed. 



2 Pnlse Inversion Doppler 

This Chapter originaiiy appeared in p ~ t  as: Hope Simpson, D., Chin, C. T., and Burns, P. 

N. Pulse Inversion Doppler: A New Method for Detecting Nonlinear Echoes fkom Microbubble 

Contrast Agents, TEEE Transactions on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics and Frequency Control1999; 

49(2):372-382. It is reprint4 here with permission. Some sections have been edited for clarity- 

The simulations of microbubbIe scattering presented in Figures 15 and 16 of tbis Chapter are 

the work of =en Ting C h  fiom the Department of Medical Biophysics, University of 

Toronto. 

In the first Chapter, microbubble contrast agents and the principd methods of imaging these 

agents with dtrasound were described. Almost ail clinical applications of uItrasound contrast 

agents reIy on, and are limited by, Our abtlity to detect microbubbles in the presence of tissue. 

Two acoustic properties of microbubbles, nonlinear scattering and dismption, have k e n  used to 

distinguish microbubbles fiom tissue. Power Doppler exploits dismption effects to detect 

microbubbles and therefore requires intermittent imaging and high incident sound intensities for 

sensitivity. Harmonic imaging, which exploits nonlinear scattering, suffers from tradeoffs 

between resoIution and contrast that b i t  its effèctiveness, especially at low incident sound 

intensities, so that it too must requires high incident sound intensities and intermittent imaging- 

In this chapter, a new detection method, pulse inversion Doppler (PD), is uitroduced which 

detects nonlinear scattering with Doppler methods, overcoming the resolutionlcontrast tradeoffs 

of harmonic imaging. Pulse inversion Doppler also exploits dismption effects to match the 

performance of power Doppler at high transmit levels. 



As outüned Ïn Chapter 1. the nonlinear scatterhg fiom microbubbles is caused by their 

asymmetric response to the high and Iow pressure portions of a sound wave, This asymmetric 

response generates harmonies of the incident sound which are detected in harmonic imaging. 

UnfortunateLy, hannotic detection cannot separate nonlinear harmonic echoes fiom Iinearly 

scattered sound at the same fiequency. Puise inversion provides a direct technique for detecting 

and segmenting the asymmetüc components of scattered echoes from the Iinearly scattered 

echoes. 

2.2.1 Puise Inversion Detection 

Consider a two pulse transmit sequence in which a pulse of sound is transmitted into tissue 

and, afker a suitabIe delay T, a second pulse is transmitted which is an invetted copy of the first 

puise. Assuming h e a r  sound propagation, we can Wfite: 

pz (F. t )  = -pl (5 t). 28 

where (F, t) and (F, t) represent the acoustic pressure of the k t  and second pulses as a 

function of position, F, and time fiom the start of transmission, t . If the received echoes from 

these two pulses are 

el 6) = ~choCp~(t)) 29 
eZ (t) = Echo(p2 (t)}, 30 

where ~cho(p(t)}  represents the echo produced by an incident pulse p(t), then the folIowing 

pulse inversion detection signals may be formed (Figure 12): 

For any scattering processes satismng 



E C ~ { -  p(t)}= -~cho(P(t)), 33 
which includes aiI Iinear scattering, the smn signai, s(t). will be zero provideci that the scatterer 

doesn't move relative to the transducer between pulses. For aiî other types of scattering, 

including nonlinear scattering from microbubbles, s(t) WU be non-zero. 

Incident pulse Linear Echo Nonlinear Echo 

Figure 12: Principles of pulse inversion detection: 1) a pulse of sound is trunsmitted and echoes 
are detectedfi-om linear and nonlinear scatterers; 2 )  an inverted copy of the sarne pulse is 
transmitted and the echoes are detected; 3) The two echoes are summed; 4)  The two echoes can 
also be subtracted, The stnn, s(t) is nonzero oniy for nonlinear scatten'ng. 

2.2.2 Predicted Frequency Response 

Assuming a simple memoryless mode1 of nonlinear scattering fiom a point target, based 

upon a power series expansion of the retumed echo, 



where t, is a time delay, and the am are the coefficients of the expansion, we obtain 

If the transmitted pressureT p(t) is a sinusoid at fkqueocy f, , it can be shown through the 

use of aigonometric identities that the even order tems in p(t -rd ) give rise to even harmonics 

of f, and the odd order tems in p(t -td) give nse to odd harmonics of f, . Pulse inversion 

detection îherefore decomposes the rehimed echoes into s(t) which contains only even order 

harmonics of the transmitted signai, and d (t) which contains only odd order harmonics of the 

transmitted signal. When the Merence, d (t) , is dominated by the Linear tenn, a, p(t - t, ) , then 

the quotient s ( t) /d(t)  wili represent the ratio of (even order) noalinear to iinear scattering. This 

ratio should be much greater for echoes from contrast media than for echoes from Linear tissue 

(for which it idealIy should be zero). If, in addition, the sum, s(t) , is dominated by a, (t - t ,  ) , 

4) % s r i i r  
37 

d2(t)  4 
Pulse inversion detection may thus be used to quantify fundamentai properties of nonlinear 

scattering. 

Several imaging systerns exploithg pulse inversion detection or variants of this technique 

are currently k ing  developed for ciinical use (Mattrey et al. 1998-see Chapter 6). 

2.2.3 Pulse Inversion Doppler 

While pdse  inversion detection using the sum signal, s(t) , can detect the nonlinear echoes 

from microbubbles and suppress the linear echoes from stationary tissue, echoes fiom moving 



tissue wiU not be suppressed compIeteIy and could mask echoes fiom mimbubbles, 

Pulse inversion detection and Doppler detection c m  be combined in a technique, pulse RNersion 

Doppler which exploits the advantages of both detection schemes and which can overcome the 

problem of tissue motion- Ib pulse inversion Doppler (PD), a senes of N ultrasound pulses are 

transmitted at a pulse repetition interval of Tseconds. Uniilce conventional Doppler, each 

traosmitted pulse is an inverted copy of the previous pulse. Assuming hear sound propagation, 

we can write: 

pt(7¶t)= (-1y p , (k t )k€  [ O , N - ~ ]  38 
The correspondhg echoes, e, (t) , are received by the transducer and demodulated by 

mùung them in quadrature with a carrier at a ti'equency, fc , typicdy chosen either near the 

centre of the transducer passband (for broadband transmit pulsing), or at the second hamonic of 

the transmit fiequency (for narrowband transmit pulsing). The demodulated signals are then 

processed using conventional Doppler processing to produce a Doppler spectnim. 

For linear scattering structures, successive echoes will be of the form: 

eh, 6) = -ek (t -Ard 1 39 

where AG = 2 M  lc,, is a time delay due to an axial motion, Ad, of the scattering stnicture 

relative to the transducer between pulses (cd is the speed of sound in the medium). The 

corresponding phase shift between successive echoes, measured relative to f, , will be: 

A# = 2zfCA?, +r 40 

The additional IE term is a consequence of the negative sign in front of e, in Equation 39. 

The estimated Doppler frequency will thus 
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fd =-fpr =-fc f ?fpr9 2 z  Cs 

where v is the relative axial velocity of the scatterer with cespect to the trisdufer,, and 

f,, = 1 IT is the pulse repetition fkquency @RF). Since the conventionaï Doppler shift for this 

situation is given by 

2v 42 
f d  =-f,* 

Cs 

the signals fiom linear scatterers wiII appear sbifted in the Doppler spectruxn by an amount equal 

to half the Doppler pulse repetition fkquency. 

Again, echoes received from nonlinear scattering c m  be decomposeci into odd and even 

components as follows : 

represents an echo fiom an inverted transmit pulse, For successive PID echoes, the odd 

component (e,, (t)) changes sign with p(t), but the even component (e,, (t)) does not. This 

decomposition is general and does not rely on the exact nature of the scattering process. 

The Doppler shifts due to these two components are: 

Note that the even component has a Doppler shift identical to that produced by 

conventional Doppler. 

Providing aii scatterer velocities obey the revised Nyquist limit: 



which is half of the convenbionai lùnit, the portion of the Doppler spectrum between - f, 14 and 

f ,, 14 will contain only Doppler signais arïsing from nonLUiear scattering processes (this will be 

referred to as the low freqyency or nonlinear portion of the spectrum). The remauiing haif of the 

Doppler spectrum (which wilI be referred to as the high W e n c y  or linear portion) wiiI contain 

Doppler signals atising fkom both linear scattering anci possïbIy higher order nonlinear scattering 

(Figure 13). 

Nonlinear 
scatteret 

-QRF/2 -P RF14 O PRFI4 PRF/2 
Figure 13: Theoretical pulse inversion Doppler spech-a for liireur scatterers (dotted line) and 
nonlinear scatterers (solid lines) moving at the same veloaCLtyty 

Pulse inversion detection can be considered as a Limiting case of pulse inversion Doppler in 

which only two pulses are transmitted down a given line of sight, resulting in a Doppler 

spectrum with ooly two fiequency components. The sum signal, s(t), is equivalent to the low 

frequency component of the Doppler spectrum and the difference signal, d(t) is equivalent to the 

high fiequency component. Tissue motion will cause a portion of the linear tissue signal to 

appear in the low fiequency component, blurrïng the separation between linear and nonlinear 

echoes. 
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22.4 Power and CoIour DoppIer Imaging 

The prînciples of pulse inversion Doppler are readily applicable to co1our and power 

Doppler imaging. For these techniques, every second pulse transmïtted down each line of sight 

is inverted. When the received echoes are detected, Doppler fkequencies greater than PRF 14 

can be removed using suitably modified wall fÏlters, and all existing spectral estimation 

techniques can then be applied, including recentIy developed broadband coIour Doppler 

techniques (Ferrara et al. 1996; Loupas et ai, 1995). Nove1 processing strategies such as 

displaying the ratio of power in the noaIuiear portion of the spectnun to power in the hear  

portion may also have useful applications. Eqyation 37 could be used as the bais of a technique 

for measurïng the relative efficiency of nonlinear scattering. 

23.1 Contrast Agents 

Two contrast agents were used: Sonavist (ScherÏng Ag, Berlin) is a polymer sheIl air agent; 

Optison (Mallllickrodt Medical, Inc., S t  Louis) is a protein shell peffluorocarbon agent. Both 

have k e n  shown to scatter in the linear and noniinear range at diagnostic incident pressures- 

Ceiiulose particles (Sigma CeU Type 20, Sigma Chernical Co., S t. Louis), were used as control 

linear scatterers. 

2.3.2 Modeling 

A modified Trilling mode1 of microbubble scattering (Chin and Burns 1997) was used to 

predict the fiequency response of pulse inversion detection for a realistic population of gas 

microbubbles modeled upon the contrat agent Optison. Neither the effects of nonlinear sound 

propagation nor the effects of bubbldsheIl disruption were included in these simulations. Radio 
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frequency spectra of echoes h m  n o d  and inverted transmit piilses were generateQ 

together with the spectra ofthe pulse inversion signais, s(t)and d(t). These spectra were 

compared with spectra generated from a best fit to the power series expansion of Eqyation 34. 

In vitro experiments were designed to compare the performance of pulse inversion Doppler 

against harmonic Doppler and conventional Doppler as a technique for separating moving linear 

scatterers fiom movhg nonIinear scatterers. Apparatus was constmcted as shown in Figure 14- 

Doppler ultrasound pulses were generated ushg an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG 2020, 

Sony/T'ektronix, Japan) amplified by an RF power amplifier (mode1 240L, ENI, Rochester) and 

appiïed to a 3.5 MHz focused cylindricd transducer (3.5 6-20 Series L, Picker International Inc., 

Highland Heights, Ohio). The transducer was mounted in a water bath, and aimed at a latex tube 

containing flowing contrast agent (flow velocity was adjusted so that the highest detected 

Doppler shifts satisfied the revised Nyquist limit (Equation 47)). Echoes were detected by the 

transducer, amplified (AU 4A -150 amplifier, Miteq), Utered using a custom fdter (0.5-8 MHz 4 

pole Butterworth), and recorded on a digital oscilloscope (Lecroy 7200, Lecroy Corporation, 

Chestnut Ridge, New York) with 8-bit resolution. Sampling on the oscilloscope was 

synchronized to the w a v e h  generator dock output to miaimi-ze random phase errors (jitter) in 

the Doppler signals. Diode expanders and Luniters were used respectively to elhinate low noise 

fiom the transmit amplifier and to protect the receive amplifier. A variable atttmuator placed in 

front of the receive amplifier was used to control receive gain. Digitized echoes were processed 

offline on a cornputer workstation. 
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Figure 14: Schematic of experimental apparatus* 

Doppler data were acquired fiom contrast agent suspensions flowing through the latex tube 

using both conventional (non-inverting) and inverthg pulsing at a Doppler PRF of 4 W. The 

one-way propagation distance between the transducer and the centre of the latex tube was 

approximately 43 mm. Transmit tone bursts of 1 cycle at 3 MHz, 2 cycles at 2.2 MHz and 5 

cycles at 2.2 MHz were tested at peak to peak pressures ranging fiom 50 Wa to 1.5 MPa These 

pulses are of similar fiequency, duration and intensity to those used clinicdy for contrast 

irnaging. AU experiments were repeated on control solutions of cellulose particles. 

23.4 Quantification of Contrast 

For quantitative comparisons, agent to cellulose contrast was defined as: 

Ipr 14 48 

-fpr 14 

where P( f )  is the Doppler power spectral density after subtraction of the stationary echoes. 



Predicted spectra h m  a iïneady propagated, symmetric 4 cycle tone burst at 2-9 MHz are 

s h o w  in Figure 15 and Figure 16, for peak to peakincident pressures of50 kPa and 500 kPa 

respectively. In each case, r e d t s  fkom Equation 34 are calculaiëd using a best fit to the Chin 

bubble model spectra fkom a single transmit pulse, While the predictions of the bubble mode1 

and Equation 34 agree well at transmit intensities below 100 kPa (Figure 15), the bnbble model 

predicts significant broadeuing in alI spectra at higher transmit (Figure 16). This spectral 

broadening is not predicted by a k s t  fit to Equation 34. 

Such modehg suggests that, for maximum sensitivity, pulse inversion detection should be 

combined with harmonic detection when narrowband transmit pulses are used. In this mode, 

significant contrat gains over harmonic imaging are predicted, since the Linear scattering fiom 

tissue at the second harmonic is entirely canceIied. At high transmit pressures, receive filters 

should be adjusted to take full advantage of the predicted spectral broadening, pacticularly since 

such broadening is not predicted for either system or propagation nonlinearities (Hamilton 1998). 



Pceqaency in MHz 
Figure 15: Shulated low power radioFequency (RF) echo spectraji-om Optison for a 4 cycle, 
50 kPa tone burst at 2.9 MHz --- Top: spectra of individual echoes; Midme: spectra of s(t); 
Botîom: spectra of d (t). Lines represent simulations using the scattering mode2 of Chin et al. 
(Chin and B u m  1997)( dotted), and the bestfSt using Equation 34 (dashed). The solid fine 
represmts a linear scatterer (specular rejTector -- note that the sum signal is zero for stationary 
linear scatterers). The models agree well at low îransmit intensities. 



Frequency in MBz 
Figure 16: Simulated high power RF echo spec~u  Rom Optison for a 4 cycle, 5500 kPu tone burst 
at 2.9 MHz --- Top: spech-a of individual echoes; Middle. spectra of s(t); Bottom: spectra of 
d (t). Lines represent simulations using the scatîering model of Chin et al. (Chin und B u m  
1997) (doned), and the bestfit using Equaîion 34 (darhed)). The sold line represents a linear 
scatterer (specular refector -- note t?uat the sum signal is zero for sîutionary Iinear scatterers). 
The Chin bubble model predicts spectral broodening ut high tranmtit intmsities. 

Similar results predict that for broadband transmit pulsing, particularly at high transmit 

pressures, s(t) wïIl contain signiGcant energy over a range of frequencies overlappuig the 

transmit bandwidth- It should thus be possible to perform pulse inversion detection with 
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broadband transmission and reception over the Mi bandwZdth of the imaging transducer, 

produchg signincant contrast gains over conventiond h a @ g  without saCancing resoIution. 

2.4.2.1 Doppler Spectra 

Figure 17 shows sample conventionai Doppler spectra (top), and pulse inversion Doppler 

spectra (bottom) for both SRU 563A and ceildose for a single cycle transmit pulse. Both sets of 

spectra have been processed identicaily. In the conventionai Doppler (Figure 17 top), the zero 

frequency clutter signal fkom the latex tube and the spread of Doppler shifts between - fpr  14 

and - f 14 corn the SALT 563A and ceilulose are clearly visible- The S W 563A and ceilulose 

cannot be distingw'shed on the basis of signal strength or Doppler frequency. 

Ln the pulse inversion Doppler spectra (Figure 17 bottom), the latex clutter signal appears at 

f 12 as predicted by theory. A small nonlinear clutter signal fiom the latex is also visible at 

zero fiequency and represents the effects of nonhear propagation followed by linear scattering- 

Both SHU 563A and cellulose produce signals of comparable strengtb in the linear portion of the 

spectrum (between - f, / 2 and - f, 14 and between fpr 14 and fpr  12 ). More significantly, 

the nonlinear portion of the SHU 563A spectnun contains clear Doppler shifts where none are 

present fiom the celIulose. Positive contrast can thus be achieved between linear and nonlinear 

scatterers where none existed before. This gain in contrast cannot be explaineci on the basis of 

differences between the fdtered RF spectra from these two media (Figure 18)- Note that the 

increased agent to tissue contrast in broadband PID is gained at the expense of reduced signal 

strength in the nonlinear portion of the spectrum. 
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Figure 17: Broadbarad Dcrppler Spectra: Conventional Doppler (top) and pulse inversion 
Doppler spectra (6ottam)frorn SHU 563A (solid fines) and cellulose (dashed ïines) for 1 cycle 
hoansmit bursts (1.2 M'Pa peak to peak). In each graph, receiver gain is the same for both 
cellulose and SHU 563A. Dopplerfrequencies have been nonnalized to f ,, . 



Figure 18: Radio fiequency (RF) spectra of  data fiom Figure 17. At 1.2 MPa p-p incident 
pressure, broadand echoes for SHU S63A (solid) anà cellulose (dashed) cannot be separated 
on the basis of RFfiequency content. 

The relationship between echo power, Doppler frequency and RF fiequency c m  k e n  

derived fkom a 2D FFI' of the Doppler echoes (Wilson 199 1). Figure 19 (top) shows 

conventional Doppler echo power as a firnction of echo (RF) frequency and Doppler frequency 

for Sm 563A and the ceildose control (stationary clutter has k e n  suppressed by subiracting 

the DC and Nyquist fnquency Doppler signals fiom the spectra). Note that in both cases, 

Doppler frequency increases proportïonaliy with echo RF fcequency as predicted by the Doppler 

equation. These data m e r  demonstrate that broadband conventional Doppler cannot 

distinguish between lïnear and noolinear scattering. Figure 19 (bottom) shows PID echo power 

as a function of echo (JXF) frequency and Doppler frequency for SHU 563A and the cellulose 

contd.  Broadband pulse inversion Doppler produces signals in the nonlinear portion of the 

Doppler spectnun across the entire RF bandwidth of the received signals M m  the contrast agent, 

as predicted by the bubble model. No nonlinear echoes were detected from the cellulose control. 



Figure 19: Echo power in dB as amctron of Dappler und Wjhequency for Broadband Pulses: 
I cycle, 2.9 MUz, 1.2 MPa transmit pulsing; TOP: conventional Doppler; BOTOM: pulse 
inversion Doppler. The negative halfof the RF spectnmr in each case (not show)  was identical 
to the positive ha& but witir inverted Doppler sh@s. Broadband pulse inversiun Doppler can 
operate over the entire spectnmt of the RF echoex 

Conventional and pulse inversion Doppler spectra fiom the narrowband experiments show 

features similar to the correspondhg broadband spectra (Figure 20 and Figure 21) show sample 

results from 5 cycle transmit pulses)- Narrowband pulse inversion Doppler exploits harmoniç 

detection to increase the relative strength of the nonlinear signal and should therefore provide 

signal to noise and dynamic range improvements over broadband PD. Some nonlinear signai 

from the cellulose is now apparent in Figure 21 (bottom), and represents the effects of nonlinear 

propagation followed by linear scattering from the moving cellulose particles. While nonlinear 



scattering fiom stationary objects can be suppressed in PID by using conventionai 

Doppler wall tilters, nonllnear propagation echoes from moving tissue wili limit the maximum 

contrat attainable with both PID and harmonic Doppler. 
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Figure 20: Narrowband Doppler Spectra: Conventional Doppler (top) h o n i c  Doppler 
(middle) and puhe inversion Doppler spectra (bottom) fiom SHU 563A (solid Iines) and 
celZulose (&shed lines) for 5 cycle trunstnit bursts (500 kPa peak to peak). In each gr&, 
receiver gain is the smne for both cellulose and S m  S63A. Dopplerfieuencies have been 
nomlized to f ,, Apparent nonlinear scattering fmm cellulose b visible in the PID spectnun 
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Figure 2 1: Echo power in dl3 as a fûnction of Doppler mtd RFji-equency for Narrowband 
Pulses: 5 cycle, 2-2 MHt, 5500 kPa trmisrnitpulsing; TOP: conventional Doppler; BOITOM: 
pulse inversion Doppler. m e  negative halfof the RF spectrtun in each case (not shown) was 
identical to the positive haE but with inverted Doppler shifr- The beatpatterns in RFfrequency 
in the linear echo components are sidelobes due to windowing of the transmit pulres. îXe 
nonlinear signal is concentrated ut the second hannonic of the transmitfiequency. 

2.4.2.2 Power Dependence of Detected Contrast 

Pulse inversion Doppler using broadband pulsing increased agent to cellulose contrast by up 

to 16 dB over conventional Doppler (Figure 22 top). This contrast inctease was greatest at high 

incident pressures (above 1 ma). For narrowband pulses, pulse inversion Doppler increased 

agent to cellulose contrast by 5 to 16 dB over conventional Doppler and by up to lûdB over 

harmonic Doppler (Figure 22 middle, bottom). Like harmonic Doppler, contrast gains over 



conventional Doppler were larges at high incident pressures, Contrast gains over 

harmonic Doppler were greatest at incident pressures between IO0 and 500 kPa, where overlap 

between the transmit and receive passbands masks the nonllnear signal in harmonic Doppler. At 

low transmit intensities, the nonJinear pulse inversion Doppler signals from cellulose were 

dominated by system noise, resulting in an overestimation of signal power- The data shown in 

Figure 22 thus represent conservative estimates of agent to cehiose contrast for pulse inversion 

Doppler. Results nom Optison were similar to those fiom SHU 563A, with increased nonlinear 

scattering at low transmit intensities. 

According to theory, the ratio, p, of the total Doppler power in the nonlinear portion of the 

spectnun to total power in the Linear portion of the spectrum wili be a measure of the relative 

amount of nonluiear scattering detected. This ratio was meitsured experimentally to be 20 dB 

higher for S HU 563A than for celluiose and 27 dB higher for Optison than for cellulose (Fiare 

23). 
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Figure 22: SHU 563A tu cellulose contrust vs irctllsntit pressure for I cycle (top), 2 cycle 
(middle) 4 5 cycle (bottom) transmit bursts. Lines represent conventional (dotted), huharnic 
(dashed) and puZse inversion Doppler (SOM). 



Figure 23: NonCinear tu Inleur ratio p vs transmit pressure for 5 cycle trat~~mit bursts. Lines are 
for Optison (&shed), SUU 56311 (solüi] urtd cellulose (dotted)- 

2.5 LXkcussion a d  Conclusions 

Pulse inversion Doppler is proposed as a method to overcome some of the limitations of 

harmonic detection. The performance of harmonic detection is compromised by an overlap in 

RF spectra between the second harmonic echoes (centred at 2 f,) produced by noalinear 

scattering and the fiindamental echoes (centred at f, ) produced by both h e a r  and nonlinear 

scattering. This overlap increases with the bandwidth of the transmitted pulses and is 

particularly detrimental when the nonlinear echoes are weak in cornparison with the linear 

echoes, such as at low transmit amplitudes or low microbubble concentrations. Whereas 

harmonic detection operates in the radio fkquency domain to distinguish between linear and 

nonlinear scattering, pulse inversion Doppler separates h e a r  and nonlinear scattering in the 

Doppler fkequency domain. It effectively eliminates the problem of spectrai overlap and can 

therefore enhance the detection of nonlinear echoes in the situations rnentioned above. In 

particdar, this technique c m  be applied to br~dband transmit pulsing, although some signal 

strength and dynamic range must be exchangeci for contrast. 
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Since pulse inversion DoppIer is a sensitive technique for separating Iinear and 

nonluiear scattering, it would seem ideaiiy suited to the detection of microbubble contrast agents 

in linear tissue. It provides motion discrimination capabiiïties similar to conventional Doppler 

techniques and has a maximum detectable Doppler shi f t  which is half that of conventionai 

Doppler. Although m e r  tcsting is required, r d t s  fiom iiz vitro experiments show that it can 

offer significant benefits over harmonic Doppler, the most sensitive technique currentIy 

availabIe- These benefits include increased resolution, higher contrast, and improved 

performance at Iow transmit Ievels. 

There are a number of implications for new contrast ultrasound imaging strategies based 

upon this technique. Due to its increased resolution, the detection and delineation of smaU 

vessels (such as coronary arteries) should be enhanced. Due to its improved sensitivity, smaller 

quantities of agent should be detectabIe: a Iower dose of agent could be used for a specified task, 

and a given dose of agent could provide more contrast and a longer effective imaging time. Due 

to its improved performance at low power Ievels, it should provide more robust contrast 

throughout the image field of view. Pulse inversion Doppler imaging can also be performed at 

lower transmit intensities, prolonging microbubble Iifetïmes and perhaps obviating the need for 

intermittent imaging to show myocardial perfusion. Together, these fêctors should enhance the 

capabilities of contrast ultrasound imaging in applications ranging fkom perfusion stress echo 

rneasurement to tumour detection and identification. 

One other potentiai application of pulse inversion Doppler is of interest. Hannonic 

greyscale imaging is now king  used to image "tissue harmonic" echoes in the absence of 

contrast media (Averkiou et al. 1997; Christopher 1997). These echoes are generated by 

nonlinear propagation of the transmitted pulse followed by iinear scattering nom tissue and 

appear to improve image quaiity in some patients. Pulse inversion Doppler can be operateci in a 



hi& name rate power Unaging mode in which as few as two pulses of sound are 

transmitted down each Luie of sight This could offer a tissue hannonic ùnaging technique 

operating at half the fiame rate of harmonic greyscale imaging but with higher resolution and 

contrast. A related technique has also been d e s c r i i  for imaging noniinear scattering from 

tissue which uses two pulses of different amplitudes to achieve cancellation of the fiindamental 

signal (Christopher 1997)- Whiie contrast with the two-pulse imaging technique wiU be 

degraded by tissue motion, a four to eight puise version shodd allow the use of more efficient 

clutter rejection fîIters and could be used (at a reduced frame rate) in appiications such as 

echocardiography where motion is an issue. To image contrast agents in moving b l d  with 

pulse inversion Doppler, the nonlinear clutter fiom tissue harmonics can be removed using 

suitable wall hlters. Even in the absence of motion, large transient Doppler shifts generated 

fiom disrupting microbubbles can be used to distinguish microbubble echoes from the nonlinear 

tissue clutter @Mendo& and Hoffman 1994)- The presence of tissue harmonics nonetheless 

affects the performance of both pulse inversion Doppler and harmonic Doppler (the increase 

with pressure of the nonlinear to 1inea.r ratio for celiuiqse in Figure 23 is Iikely due to nonlinear 

propagation effects) . 

Experirnental results presented in this work are for Doppler detection down a single Iine of 

sight. Further experiments with a real time, colo~~/power Doppler imaging system on an in vivo 

mode1 are required to confirm some predictions and assess the clinical potential of this 

technique. 



3 An Analysis of Techniques for Perhision hagïng with Microbubble 

Contrsst Agents 

This Chapter has bccn submitted for publication as: Hope Simpson, D., Burns, P.N. An 

Analysis of Techniques for Pemision haging with Microbubble Contrast Agents. IEEE 

Transactions on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectncs and Fre~uency Control (manuscript KF 1702). It has 

been edited for clarity and is reprinted with permission. 

Microbubble contrast agents for diagnostic ultrasound are now available clinicaUy in many 

countrïes. These agents, together with newly deve1oped agent-specific imaging techniques, 

have made it possible to detect and image blwd flowing in small blood vessels using diagnostic 

ultrasound systems. Efforts are underway to develop cLinical techniques using ultrasound 

contrast agents to assess regioaal microvascular pefision in tissues such as the myocardiurn and 

Liver @lomley et al. L999a; Cosgrove 1996; Kaul et aI. 1997; Porter et al. 1995; Porter et al- 

1996). While all of these applications involve contrast imaging, the acoustic conditions 

(scanning depth, tissue motion, optimal transmit fiequency, transmit intensity) vary signincantly 

fiom application to application and even with depth for a single application. This, combined 

with the range of acoustic properties of the different contrast agents now available, provides 

significant challenges for the design and use of contrast imaging instruments, In particular, the 

selection of imaging techniques and parameters should be optimized carefully for each 

combination of agent and application. 

Current techniques forcontrast imaging may be grouped into three classes. Harmonic 

imaging uses radio frequency filtering on a single echo to separate nonlinear microbubble echoes 

Erom the linear echoes fiom tissue (Burns et al. 1996; Powers e t  al. 1997; Uhlendorf and 
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Hoffman 1994). Power Doppler imaging uses pulse-to-pulse decorrelation in agent 

echoes caused by microbubble disruption to distuiguish between agent and tissue using Doppler 

fkequency processing (Powers et al. 1997; Uhlendorf and Aoffman 1994). In the previous 

Chapter, we describeci a thkd class of techniques that we c d  Pulse Inversion Doppler (PD), 

which detects both nonlinear scattering and agent decorrelatiom using Doppler fkquency 

processing (Hope Simpson and Burns 1997; Hope Simpson et al- 1999). Two-pulse variants of 

this technique have also been deveIoped and marketed by instrument manufacturers ("PuIse 

hversion Harmonic Imaging" (ATL ultrasound Inc., Botheu, WA) and 'Wideband" or 

'%nsemble Contrast Harmonic haging" (Siemens, bsiquah, WA)). 

This Chapter introduces a common methodology, based directly upon the measured or 

modeled propetties of agent and tissue, whereby Doppler and radio fkquency fiiters for 

perfusion imaging with each of these techniques can be optimized. Data fkom contrast perfusion 

measurements riz vivo are used to illustrate the application of these techniques, This work fius 

several needs. In addition to providing the first mathematicai anaiysis of DoppIer fdters for 

contrast imaging, it examines the connections between radio frequency and Doppler fiequency 

properties of microbubble echoes and the implications for filter deveiopment. The algorithms for 

filter design described here require no a priori knowledge of transmit pulse sequences. They are 

thus equaily applicable to PID and conventional Doppler pulsing, and should also be capable of 

handling other novel pulsing sequences as they are developed. Most importantiy, because these 

algorithms require minimal operator intervention, they will enable objective cornparisons of the 

various contrast imaging techniques to be made under different operating conditions. 

3.2 Theory: 

In a generalized Doppler imaging system, two or more ultrasound pulses are transmitted 

d o m  each fine of sight in the scan plane and the echoes are accumulated in digital memory and 



processed to form an image. The basic steps of ultrasound transmission, reception and 

processing are illustrated in Figure 24. For contrast imaging, transmit pulsing parameters can be 

adjusted to maximize the differences between the echoes from microbubbles and those fiom 

tissue. Doppler and RF filtering can then be deveIoped to expIoit these differences and 

maximize the detected signal fkom agent, while minimizing the detected signal from tissue. 

. d 
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Figure 24: The basic steps of Doppler ultrasound transmission, reception and image formation 
are shown. The steps in botd are discussed in the present Chapter. 

3.2.1 Doppler Versus Pulse Inversion Doppler TrPasmission 

A mathematical treatment of Doppler and pulse inversion Doppler pulsing is provided in 

Chapter 2. These techniques are illustrated graphically in Figure 25. In conventional Doppler 

pulsing, a sequence of two or more identical pulses is transmitted down each line of sight in the 

scan plane at a fixed pulse repetition frequency (PRF), f, . By using the temporal changes in 

echo amplitude from a given depth to estimate a Doppler shift frequency (Figure 25% b, c), 

echoes from moving blood and moving or disrupting microbubbles, can be distinguished from 

echoes from slow moving tissue. Doppler clutter filters are then used to remove the tissue 

echoes. For perfusion imaging, however, blood and tissue have similar velocities. Hence, 

differences between the Doppler spectra of agent and tissue are due solely to microbubble 

disruption, 



In Pulse Iiiversion Doppler @ID), the moduiation of the transmitted pulse sequence 

at haif the Doppler PRF causes a corresponding pulse-to-pulse modulation of the hear echoes 

nom tissue (Figure 25d). so that Doppler fiequencies fiom tissue are shifted by the f, 12 (the 

Nyquist £keqyency) in the Doppler spectnrm (Figure 24f). Doppler shifts fiom Linear targets 

thus almost inevitabIy produce aüasing in PID, and appear at both the highest ( f, 12 ) and 

lowest (- f,, 12) muencies in the Doppler spectnun. Unüke tissue, gas bubbles respond 

ciifferently to rarefaçtioa (negative acoustic pressure), than to compression (positive acoustic 

pressure). Such nonlinear behaviour produces P D  echoes that cm be sepatated into two 

components: one component that is modulated at haif the Doppler PRF, and a second component 

that remains unmodulated (Figure 25ef ). This second component also gives rise to the second 

hannonic signals in harmonic imaging. Provideci that al l  Doppler shifts are less than f 14, 

stationary and moving linear echoes and stationary and movïng nonlinear echoes aii wiU appear 

at different locations in the Doppler spectnun. Modined Doppler filters can then be used to 

isolate any combination of these components. 



Tissue e) Conûast Agent 

Figure 25- Principles of Contras? Doppler und Pm: a) conventioml Doppler RF echoes fiom 
tissue for a single line of sight - echo amplitude (greyscale) is dispïqed as ajùnction of depth 
(y -a is )  for successive echoes (x-wik); b) echoesfiom contrast agent; c) sketch of Doppler 
spectru from agent (sdid lines) and tissue (dotted lines). In conventional Doppler, perfhsing 
agent and tissue have siinilin- Dopplerfi-equencies. Disruption-induced spectral broadening 
aUows the agent to be detected in tissue. d) -jj same as a) - c) butfor PLD. In P D ,  successive 
tissue echoes are inverîed, moduCating the Doppler shîjts by PRFZ A component of the 
nonlinear microbubble echoes is not inverted, producing Doppler shifts sinrilar to conventional 
Doppler. 

3.2.2 Echo Pcocessing for Microbubble Detection 

In a typical ulttasound system, all of the echoes fkom each line of sight are collected together 

for processing, RF  filtering is first applied to each individual echo to isolate the fiequencies of 

interest, and remove electronic noise. The echoes are then demodulateci in quadrature at the RF 

filter centre frequency and resampled at a lower sampling rate. The complex Doppler signal is 

formed by collecting one sample fkom each demodulated echo at a delay corresponding to the 

depth of interest. For colour and Power Doppler imaging, this process is repeated at a i i  depths of 

interest. Doppler wall nIters are applied to each of these signals to remove clutter, and 



algorithms are then used to estirnate the Doppler power or  mean Doppler f-ency in 

each sample volume, 

The foliowing andysis will h t  consider the optimization of RF filtering and Doppler 

filtering as separate topics, and will then discuss the simultaneous optimixatïon of these nIters. 

Agent to tissue contrast, ciefïned as the ratio of the power of the signal detected from contrast 

agent to the power of the signal detected fiom tissue, will be used to evduate different detection 

strategies. 

3.2.2.1 Ra& Frequency Filtering 

Radio fiequency füterîng for contrast agent detection shouId take into account the properties 

of agent, tissue clutter and electronic noise. Signal processing theory shows that the agent to 

tissue contrast at the RF filter output will be maximized when 

where HV) represents the fiequency response of the filter, A'( f) represents the cornplex 

conjugate of the amplitude spectnun of the agent echoes and NV) represents the combined power 

spectrum of clutter and electronic noise (Papoulis 1984)- 

This relationship essentially describes a mod.üied matched filter. It implies that the RF 

filtering should be designed to have a high gain at frequencies for which the agent signal is 

stlong and the clutter signal is weak, and a low gain when the situation is reversed It also 

provides a direct Link between the rneasured and/or modeled properties of agent and tissue and 

the optimal fdter properties. Equation 49 requires knowledge of both the magnitude and phase 

characteristics of agent and tissue echo spectra. Iii practice, the magnitudes can be obtained fkom 

direct in vivo or in vitro measurements of echoes from agent and tissue. The phase of such 

measurements, however, is related to the spatial distn'bution of scatterers rather than to the tme 
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phase response ofshgle scatterers. WhiIe modehg or in vitro experiments on individuai 

microbubbles one day may yield phase measurements suitable for fïiter design (Chin and Burns 

1997; Dayton et al. 1999b). such comprehensive measurements do not exist at present. For the 

present work, finite impulse response @IR) digital Hters were designed to match the magnitude 

response of Equation 49 near the maximum of Hm (over the -20 dB bandwidth). CriterÏa 

unrelated to agent to tissue contrast, such as resolution and image qyality will Likely play a role 

in the final choice of RF filters on clinical systems. 

When only a single pulse is transmitted down each line of sight <as in the case of harmonic 

imaging), the filtering for contrast imaging is cornplete here- When multiple pulses are 

transmitted, appropriate Doppler fdtering may be used to increase agent to tissue contrast- 

3.2.2.2 Conventional Cluîter Filrers for Doppler Irnagkg: 

In conventional Doppler imaging, no knowledge of blood velocity is assumed. 

Consequently, conventional Doppler fùters ('wall' or 'clutter' fdters) are based upon to the 

properties of tissue alone. They are designed to remove any echoes whose Doppler 

characteristics resemble those of tissue. Remaining signals are then interpreted as b l o d  

If N pulses are transmitted per fine of sight, then the Doppler signal at each depth will also 

contain N samples (N is commonly referred to as the packet Iength). For typicd packet lengths 

of 4 to 16 pulses, infiite impulse response digital filtering techniques require carefui 

initialization to be effective (Kadi and Loupas 1995). A more general approach to idter design, 

suggested by Torp and outlimd below, considers the Doppler signal as an N-dimensional 

complex vector, Y florp 1997). AU possible linear filter operations can then be expressed in the 

form: 

vP= AC, 50 
where Q' is the filtered Doppler signal, and A is a complex N x N filter matrix. 



The fiequency response for a matrix filter caa be estimated by calcuiating the 

magnitude of the fïiter output in response to short segments of complex sinusoids at different 

frequencies (Torp 1997)- 

If we now assume that the clutter signals fonn an M-dimeusional subspace of aU possible N- 

dimensional signals, we can choose 

A=I-PP',  
so that 

v " = i b P P ' ~ ,  52 
where 1 is the identity matrix and P is a matrix whose c o l m s  are the basis vectors of the clutter 

space. 

These filters subtract from the Doppler signal, the portion that resembles the clutter. 

Bjaenun and Torp have shown that, for optimal rejection of tissue, the columns of P should be 

the eigenvectors of the clutter autocorrelation matrix corresponding to its M largest eigenvalues. 

Furthemore, the clutter autocorrelation matruc, R, , may be estimated directly from the 

measured tissue echoes (Bjaerum and Torp L997), as 

where g are measured Doppler signals fiom tissue and ciT denotes the complex conjugate 

transpose of Ci . 

3.2.2.3 Filters for Microbubble Pemion Imaging 

In contrast perfusion imaging, unlike conventional Doppler imaging, the Doppler sp-a of 

microbubbles are predictable to some degree- When blood and microbubbles are moving 

slowly, their Doppler spectra wïii be dominated by microbubble disruption, and their PID spectra 

wiIl be dominated by a combination of disruption and nonlinear scattering. Both disruption and 

nonlinear scattering are determined by the physical propexties of microbubbles and acoustic 



conditions rather than physiological propeaies snch as blood velocity. Hence, it should 

be possible to measun Doppler waveforms in vivo h m  a limiteci number of patients and then 

use these experimental data to develop Doppler Hters, tuned to each combination of agent, tissue 

and acoustic environment, which can be used in a large number of patients. To distinguish these 

filters fkom those descn'bed above, they wiil be referred to as agent detection nIters rather than 

To design agent detection filters for contrast perfusion imaging, the autocorrelation matrices 

for agent and tissue, Rn and Ra, must be determÏned k t  nom meanued or simulated Doppler 

signals. Agent to tissue contrast can then be maximized by projecting the Doppler signals onto 

the principle eigenvector, ë, . of the matrix (Schleher 199 1) 

Q  IR^ 
so that 

A = ë& 
or, equivdently, 

A = <  56 
The latter form tums the filtenng process into a simple weighted sum of the elements of the 

sampled Doppler signal. Since the output of such a filter has only one degree of fieedom, it 

cannot be used for velocity estimation, but only for Doppler power estimation. Fortunately, 

Doppler power is directly proportional to the concentration of agent in the Doppler sample 

volume (Fnish et al. 1995; Schwarz et al. 1993), and is thus the most relevant parameter for 

perfùsion imaging. A simple interpretation of the filters described above is that Z, represents a 

prototype echo that lmks most lüce agent echoes and least like tissue echoes (in a least-squares 

sense). The f i l t e ~ g  process retains only the component of each.echo that resembles ë, . 

Bjaenun and Torp (Bjaerum and Torp 1997) have suggested a fomi offilter that uses all of the 

eigenvectors of Q, weighted according to their corresponding eigcnvalues. 



AU of these matek Hters use the cornplex DoppIer signals as input and will thus be 

complex-valued themselves. This property dows the designof filters with asymmetric 

fiequency responses (ic. positive and negaîïve Doppler fbquencies may be filtered differentiy)). 

While asymmetric nIters can provide added flexiiility in some situations, it is often desirable to 

constrain filters to have symmetnc fiecpency responses so that they ate non-dïrectional and 

hence more universaUy applicable (Doppler spectra from disrupting microbubbles are also 

expected to be symmetric in the absence of signif~cant motion), By treating the real and 

imaginary components of the Doppler signals as independent samples of real processes, it is 

possible to constrain R, , R, , ë, and A to be reai-valuecl, ensuring a symmetric frequency 

response for the resulting nIters and simplïfjhg their implementation. 

To assess the techniques described above, RF data were acguired fiom experiments 

conducted in vivo on two mongrel dogs (weighing approximately 22 kg and 24 kg respectively). 

The handling and treatment of the dogs foiiowed guideLines of the Canadian Council on Animal 

Care and the Animals for Research Act. Each dog was premedicated with an intramuscda. 

injection of acepromazine (0.5 mVkg) and atropine (0.05 mgkg). Anaesthesia was induced with 

inhaled Halothane (5%) and oxygen via a facemask, The dog was then intubated and maintainexi 

on inhalation haiothane (0.8% to 1.5%) with oxygen. 

Bolus injections of the contrast agent OptisonTM (Mallinckrodt Medical, Inc., St. Louis) were 

administered via a 3-way stopcock attached to an 18 gauge angiocatheter in the left cephalic 

vein. A ciinicai dtrasound system @DI-Xlûû, ATI,, BotheU WA) mnning prototype software 

and modified to allow acquisition of RF data was used for ail imaging. A P3-2 phased array 

scanhead was clarnped in place using o mechanical a m  to record a nght parastemal short axis 



view of the heart- Radio kquency data to fonn coIour -es of the heart (intermittent 

imaguig at 1 firame/3 heartbeats, 12 pulses per he, 1.5 MBz transmit fiequency, 6 k& PRF) 

were acquired before and d e r  each injection using either conventional Doppler or puIse 

inversion DoppIer transmission, The mechmica1 index @II) was varied nom 0-1 to 12. 

Doppler dosimetry was used to mooitor aII injection. A 5 MHz pulsed wave DoppIer probe 

was clamped in place over the left femod artery using a mechanical ann and connected to a 

custom-modined Interspec XL Doppler system. The quadrature output components of the 

demodulated Doppler signai were recorded ushg a high-fideiity DAT recorder (Panasonic SV- 

37ûO), and were also fed to a Macintosh computer running custom software which calculated the 

pulse-averaged Doppler power and displayed this in real time. The Doppler power versus time 

data were recorded digitally for Iater andysis. 

All data analysis and image formation was performed offline using custom analysis software 

written in MATLABTMme Mathworks hc., Natick, MA)- 

Figure 26 shows reconstnicted nght parastemai short axis views of the heart More and after 

a 0.3 mi bolus injection of Optison. From such views, it was possible to identifv echoes fiom 

rnyocardium, myocardium perfused with agent, and agent (regions 1,2 and 3 respectively). 

These echoes were used to optimize nIters, and to measwe agent to tissue contrast (power in 

region 3/power in region 1) and myocardial enhancement (power in region 2/power in region 1). 
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Figure 26: Reconsîmcted n'ghtparasternal short mi views of the kart  before and @er a 0.3 
ml bolus injection of Optison (maximum depth: 11.7cm). Front such images, eclioesfiom tissue 
alone (I ) ,  p e e e d  tissue (21, and agent alone (3) may be isolated for anaLysis. 

3.4.1 F i l t e ~ g  for Agent Detection 

For each injection, 6 1 point f i t e  impulse response RF Wters were designed with magnitude 

responses similar to Equatioa 49 over the -20 dB bandwidth of m, using the agent echoes fiom 

the left ventricle after injection (region 3) to mode1 agent, and the echoes h m  the myocardium 

before injection (region 1) to model tissue. These nIters were appiied to ai l  of the echoes fiom 

the pre and post injection fiames, and the data were then demoddated in quadrature at the filter 

centre frequency, band d t e d  to 2 MIIz  using an 8" order Chebyshev type I filter, then 

resarnpled at 5 MEIz. Following demodulation, the f i t  echo nom each line of was discarded (to 

reduce potential Doppler attifacts fiom multi-path echoes), and the remaining 1 1 echoes were 

avaüable for Doppler processing. By using a subset of the available echoes, it was also possible 

to develop Doppler fiIters for packets of fewer than 11 pulses per line of sight. 

D o p p b  filters were designed according to both Equations 5 1 and 56. Echoes fiom the 

myocardium after injection (region 2 in Figure 26) were used to model agent and echoes fiom 



the myocardium before injection (region 1) were used to mode1 tissue- The pst-injection 

myocardiwn echoes were used to model perfiising agent in preference to the ventricular echoes, 

since agent motion in the ventricIes may have &ted the corrpsponding Doppler spectra. 

For high MI imaging, where even the Doppler spectra fiom the ventricles were dominated 

by microbubble disruption, filters were designed by using the data fiom the entire pst-injection 

h e  to model agent and the entire pre-lnjection fiame to model tissue. 

SampIe RF spectra of echoes fiom tissue and Optison are shown Figure 27a. These echoes 

were acquired with conventional transmit pulsing at a mechanicd index (Mi) of 0.3. Figure 27b 

shows the fkequency response given by Equation 49, together with the frequency response of a 

61 point FIR filter suitable for imaging. Dashed Iines in each figure show the locations of the 

centre frequency of the transmïtted pulse and its second harmonic. Spectra fkom agent and tissue 

after filtering are shown in Figure 27c. For the data shown in this example, the harmonic filter 

increased agent to tissue contrast by 14.7 dB relative to the same data Ntered at the fundamental. 

Figure 27d) to f) shows similar results for Optison at a higher transmit level (MI of 1.0). In this 

case, harmonic filtering increased the agent to tissue contrast by 17.1 dB compared to 

fundamentai filtering. 



Figure 27: RF Filtering: a) RF spectra of echoes tissue (dotted line) d Optison (solid line) at 
an MI of 0.3; b) "idea1"fiequeency responsefiom Equation 49 (dotted Iine) mrd the fiequency 
response of a practical61-point FIR filter; c) RF spectra of tissue and agent ujterfiltenring. d) - 

similm to a) - c) but for an MI of 1.0. 

3.43 Doppler f!iitering 

Examples of filters generated for harmonic Doppler imaging of Optison at an MI of 1.0 are 

shown in Figure 28a and Figure 28b. For the clutter filters, keeping the number of echoes 

processed 0 constant and changing the rank of the clutter space 0 produced different levels 

of myocardial enhancement (Figure 28c). The IxN agent detection filters exceeded the 

performance of the best NxN clutter filters (Figure 28d), but exhibited more passband npple. 

The cornplex-valued filters (not shown) produced marginal improvements over the 

corresponding real-valued filters, but had asymmetric passbands. For all desigus, filter 
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performance increased as more echoes were used for processhg, but packet lengths of 

greater than 6 provided onIy marginal Improvements. 

- - 

-2 O 2 
Doppler Frequency in ktiz 

9 5 
O 5 10 

Rank of clutter filter 0 

-2 O 2 
Doppler Frequency in kHz 

packet size 0 
Figure 28: Filters for Convmtional Doppler a) Frequency responses of N H  harmonic Doppler 
chterflters for Optisonmat an iW of I.0 - fines are for packet lengths of 2 (dotted), 4 (dashed) 
and 8 (solid); b)fi-equency responses of IxN agent detectiort filters for Optison mat an lCll of 
1.0; c) Myocardiol enhancernent of II-point clunerwers versus rankofflter; d) Myocardial 
enhcement vs packet size for clutter and agent deteaion filters 

Doppler Füters for PID imaging at MIS of0.13 and 1.0 are shown in Figure 29. At the 

lower MI, the Doppler fïlters were selective for nonlinear scattering, with passbands in the 

nonlinear portion of the Doppler spectrum and stopbands in the hear portion of the spectnun. 

At the higher MT, the Doppler filters were selective for microbubble disrupiion, with stopbands 

at +/- 3 kHz (the Nyquist frequency) and O Hk to eliminate both linear and nonluiear tissue 

echoes. 
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Figure 29: Fitters for Pulse linversion Doppler: a) Frequmcy responses of 2 (dotted), 4 (dashed) 
and 8 point (solid) Idvagent detection filters for PLD imaghg of Optisonmat an MI of 0.13; b) 
Myocardial enhancement vs packet site for P D  iinagrng of Optisonn"at an MIof 0.13 - the 
dashed line represents the enhancement for 2-pulse puIse inversion haging; c) Frequency 
responses of 2 (dotted), 4 ( h h e d )  and 8 point (solid) lxN agent detection filfers for P D  
imaging of Optisonmat an MI of 1.0; d) MyocardiaZ enhancement vs packet size for clutter sire 
for PID imaging of OptisonTNat an MI of 1.0 

3.4.4 Coordinathg RF and DoppIer filtering 

h the precediig analysis, RF and Doppler fdterhg were treated independently. To improve 

fdtering, these filters may be designecf together to take advantage of  the correlation between the 

RF aod Doppler components of microbubble and tissue echoes. By applying 2-dimensional (2D) 

Fourier transfonns to the echo data arrays fkom each scanline and averaging the results, 2D 

spectra of echo power as a function of RF and Doppler fiequency can be estimated (Wiison 

1991). Figure 30 shows 2D spectra of conventid Doppler echoes from the entire heart before 

and &et the administration of Optison at an MI of 1.0. Signal gain (echo power &ter injection 

divided by echo power before injection) is shown in Figun 30c. TNhile for low Doppler shifts, 

signal gain was highest near the second harmonie, signal gain for high Doppler shiffs appeared 



relatively uniforrn across the entire passband of the transducer. Such data illustraie the 

fact that rapidly disruptùig microbubbl prodace broadbmd RF echoes (de Jong 1997; Morgm 

et al. 1998), with large Doppler shifts at ail RF fkquencies. Conversely, tissue produces echoes 

with smailer Doppler fcequency sbifts at RF frequencies concentrated around the transmit 

fkquency and, at higher transmit intensities, its second harrnonic (tissue harmonies (Averkiou 

and Hamilton 1995; Chnstopher 1997))- 

0 5  1 15 2 2.5 3 
frcqucncy in M H z  

fkqucncy in MHz 

Figure 30: Intensity of Doppler echoesfiom the heart at an Mlof 1.0 as afimcfion of radio und 
Dopplerfiequency: a) baseline b) afrr the addition of 20 @?kg Optison") c) gain in signal 
strength vs radio and Dopplerfiequency 

A simple iterative procedure was developed to coordinate the choice of Doppler and RF 
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fkequencies- h this procedure, an RF fiIter was kit developed accotding to Equation 49 

and applied to pre and post injection RF echoes, The echoes were then demodulated and a 

Doppler filter was caldated according to EQuaîïon 56. M e r  this nrSt iteration, the Doppler 

filter was then applied to the raw RF echoes, and the entire procedure was repeated on the 

Doppler-nltered RF echoes- In most cases, two to seven iterations of thk procedure were 

sufficient to produce coordinated R F  and Doppler filters that significantly outperformed the 

comblned filters fiom the h t  iteration. 

Radio Frequency spectra of the data from Figure 30 are shown in Figure 3 la and c before 

and after iterative Doppler filtering with a packet length of 1 1 - The Doppler fiequency response 

of the agent detection filter after 10 iterations is shown in Figure 3 1b. Myocardid enhancement 

increased fiom 13.3 dB in the fitst iteration to 17-1 dB in the sixth iteration (Figure 3 Id). Zn this 

instance, the optimal RF filters were actuaiiy centred about the transmission fkequency rather 

than its second harmonie. This apparent paradox is related to the fact that ha rmo~c  filtering and 

Doppler Nteriog are both techniques for rejecting tissue clutter. For perhision imaging at high 

MIk and sufficient packet lengths, Doppler processing alone was often able to eliminate clutter 

(Figure 3 lb). Harmonic filtering in these instances was redundant and only served to decrease 

the agent signal amplitude relative to the elecironic noise h m  the transducer. 
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Figure 31: Coordinating RF und Dopplerfilters for conventional Doppler: a) RF spectt-a 4 
unfitered Doppler echoes fron Oprison and tissue at an MI  of 1.0; b)freqiency response of the 
optanized agent detection filter aftr 10 iterations; c) RF spectm @ont a) afer Dopplerfilteriitg 
with the ophized agent detectionflter m m  b); d) myocardial enlrancement versus iteration- 

When the iterative fdter optimization was applied to puise inversion data, it produced a 

variety of RF and Doppler filter combinations, depending on the transmit intensity. At an MI of 

0.13, the iterative optimization improved myocardial enhancement by approximately O 5 dB and 

produced filters similar to those produced by treating RF and Doppler components 

independentiy. At an M I  of 1 .O, the iterative procedure yielded RF tilters with passbands centred 

at the transmit frequency and Doppler Hters with stopbands to elimhate both the h e a r  and 

nonlùiear clutter components (Figure 32). rii this case, the coordinated Nters increased 

myocardial enhancement by 3.9 dB cornpared with the fdters designed sequentiaiiy. In the 

corresponding images, enhancement was stronger and more uniform throughout the myocardium 

(Figure 33)- 



Figure 32: Coordmating RF and Dopplerfilrers for P a>: a) RF spectrn of unfitered PW 
echoes fiom Optison mtd tissue at un M o f  1.0; 6)frequency response of the optimized agent 
detection filter Mer 10 iterations; c) RF spectra fiom a) m e r  Dopplerfiltering with the 
optimized agent detection fiter (fhm 6); d) myocardial enhancement versus iteration- 



Figure 33: Funciamenfal vs Hannonic imagrng: a) baseline and 6) contrast enhanced h m o n i c  
P D  images of h e m  at an iW of 1. O made &y optimin'ng RF md Doppler fiIfers separately 
(colour dynamic range: 30 dû); c) basel'ne and 4) contrast enhancedfundamental PLU images 
of the heart madefiom the s m e  &ta but using eoordinated Dopper and RFfiIten'ng- In this 
case, fundamental intagingprovided stronger and more uniftom myocardial enhancement than 
harmonic imagr'ng 

As new wntrast agents and contmst-specinc imagmg techniques are developed, there will be 

a continuhg need to adjust the RF and Doppler fïkering for each combination of agent, 

technique and application. Moreover, a niir compmïson of the various techniques can be 

pertormed only ifthe individual techniques have been opîhized. 
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W e  have presented a coherent approach to contrast processing that uses the measured 

properties of contrast agents and tissue to generate RF and Doppler filters for perfasion imaging. 

One of the key advantages of this approach is that it does not reqyire an explicit model of either 

the sound transmission or the scattering processes invoLved. This approach is sufficiently 

general to be used with a varïety of imaging techniques incfuding greyscaie, conventional 

Doppler and pulse inversion Doppler techniques- Because the RF and Doppler hlters descn'bed 

here can be generateà with minimal operator intervention, they provide a relatively objective 

basis for the cornparison of different transmission strategies. A similar approach to fllter design 

has already been used to assess the performance of seIected contrast agents and techniques for 

myocardial perfusion irnaging (Hope Simpson and Burns 1998a)- 

This work has a number of impIications for the developmet of contrast imaging strategies, 

since it highlights the fact that optimal detection rnethods are essentiaily predetermined for a 

given imaging task once the transmission scheme has been established. In particular, hannonic 

Fitering arises as a natutal consequence of the application of standard filtering techniques to the 

detection of contrast agents in tissue. It is most usefirl when Doppler Ntenng is not used or is 

not effective at removing tissue clutter, but becornes less necessary at high transmit intensities as 

Doppler Ntering improves. Fundamenta1 or broadband RF Ntering may actually be preferred 

over hamonic RF filtering for intermittent pemision imaging with high transmission power 

levels and large packet sizes. . Doppler and RF £ilters fm pulse inversion imaging with Optison 

at low MIs should be tuned to detect noniinear scattering at twice the transmit fkequency 

(harmonie detection). At high transmit intensities, these nIters should be tuned to detect 

broadband miaobubble disruption and the RF hlters should be moved mvay h m  the second 

harmonie- In al l  cases, Doppler and RF processing should be optimized together, rather than 

independently. These results demonstrate two things: k t  they support the intuitive model- 



based development of harmonic imaging and pulse inversion Doppler imaging, but 

secondly, they show that our intuition is not aiways CO- By letting the data "speak for 

themselves'~, we can eliminate potential biases. We are thus provided with an opportunity to 

revise our models and understanding of the physical processes involved whenever intuition and 

experimental results disagree, By demonstrating that the detection process is predetermined by 

the imaging conditions, this work focuses attention on the development of new ultrasound 

transmission strategies rather than detection schemes, 

All of the fTlters presented in this Chapter were generated by automated routines that 

required minimal user intervention. Although these fdters were generated for specific 

conditions, they should provide a good staaing point for the development of nIters for more 

general use. Eventually, it may be possible to incorporate some of these concepts into adaptive 

routines that update filter parameten during the course of an examination or imaging procedure 

(Bjaerum and Torp 1997). Doppler fdtenng using a simple weighted sum of the Doppler signal 

elements performed as weil as more complicated matrix fdterïng techniques. 

There are Limitations to the present work. We have discussed the selection of RF and 

Doppler filters for perhsion imaging using conventional lïnear, separable fitters. Other means of 

echo processing, such as thresholding and the use ofjoint RF/Doppler filters, have not been 

considered. Radio fkequency filters have been designed to optimize agent to tissue contrast, and 

the effects on image resolution have been neglected. Doppler filter design has been restncted to 

the case of pemision imaging where flow effects can be ignoreci. Although transmission 

parameters such as PRF, transmit pulse fiequency and bandwidth will all affect image contrast 

and resolution, the choice of these parameten has not been examineci methodically. 



4 Myocardial Peson Imaging with Pulse Inversion Doppler 

This Chapter has been submitted for publication as: Hope Simpson, D., Burns, P. N., and 

Averkiou, M. A, Myocardial Perfusion Imaging with Pulse Iiiversion Doppler and Microbubble 

Contrast Agents. Uitrasound in Medicine and Biology 2000 (manuscript UMB/2000~51). Tt has 

been edited for clarity and is reprinted with permission, 

This Chapter describes experïments perfomed to assess the performance of greyscale, 

power Doppler and pulse inversion Doppler imaging techniques for detecthg myocardial 

perfusion in viw at different incident power levels and with different agents. The techniques 

described in the previous chapter were used to optimîze irnaging techniques and to provide an 

objective cornparison of the various methods. The goals of this wock were to ident- optimal 

methods for assessing myocardial perfrision under different operating conditions, and to 

investigate the possibiIity of realtime myocardial perfusion imaging. 

4.2 MafericlIs and Methods: 

Experiments were conducted in vbo on two mongrel dogs (weighllig approximately 22 kg 

and 24 kg respectively) on 5 separate study days. The handling and treatment of the dogs 

followed guidelines set forth by the Canadian Council on Animal Cam and the Animals for 

Research Act. The protocol was dso reviewed and approved by the hospital ethics cornmittee. 

FolIowing a 24 hour fast, each dog was premedicated with an intramuscular injection of 

acepromazine (0.5 ml kg-') and atropine (0.05 mg kg-'). Anaesthesia was then induced with 

inhalation Halothane (5%) with oxygen via a facemast after induction, each dog was intubateci 



and maiatained on inhalation halothane (0.8% to 1.5%) with oxygen for the duration of 

the experiment, 

'ïhree contrast agents were tested: Optison WI, San Diego,CA) is comprised of 

perfiuoropropane gas bubbks (mean diameter: 3.9 jm) stabiIized with a sheU of denanird 

aibumen (Skyba et al. 1996); D m  @MP-115) @upont Phannaceuticais, Billerica, MA) 

is comprised of perfiuoropropane bubbles (mtan diameter: 2 p) stabilized with a phospholipid 

shell (Kaul1997); SHU 563A is comprised of air bubbIes ( 99% with mean diameters between 

0.1 and 4-0 p) coated with a thin cyanoacrylate shelI (Uhleudorf and Hoffman 1994). Agents 

were prepared according to the manufacturers* instructions. Uniess othewise noted, all agents 

were administered as bolus injections via a 3-way stopcock attached to an 18 gauge 

angiocatheter in a cephaik vein. Optison was administered in 0.3 ml or 0.5 mi boluses (13 to 20 

pl kgg), Definty (DMP-1 15) was administered in 0.1 ml boluses (4 pl kg1), and SHU 563A was 

administered in 0.3 ml boluses (13 pl kg"). Each injection was followed immediately by a flush 

of approximately 2.0 ml of normal saline, 

Microbubble kinetics were monitored continuously using reai t h e  Doppler dosimetry as 

described in Chapter 3. AU dtrasound transmission and reception for imaging were performed 

with an AT' HDL-5000 ultrasound system (ATL Iiic., Botheu, WA, USA) running experimental 

pulse inversion software. This system was eqWpped to provide access to the unprocessed radio 

frequency (EW) data, which could be down-loaded for offiine processing. Note that all of the 

fdters and image processing described in this paper were implemented by the a u ~ o r s  and are not 

the same as those used for chical  imaging on the HDI-5000. 



4.2.1 Dependence of MyoeanliaL Contrast on Incident Ressure 

Three of the Eve study days were devoted to an investigation of the effects of incident 

pressure on myocardial contrast. With the dog in a supine position. a P3-2 phased array 

scanhead was positioned to record a right parastemal short axis view of the heart, and clam@ in 

place with a mechanical ann (Fisso, Switzerland). The use of this mechanical arm abwed the 

same field of view to be maintained indennitely without operator intervention. Radio frequency 

colour -es of the heart (12 pulses per he, 1.67 MEIz transmit kquency, and 6 k& pulse 

repetition frequeacy) acquired before and after each injection using either conventional Doppler 

or puise inversion Doppler transmission, In some cases, comparative data were aiso acquired 

using 2-pulse pulse inversion harmonic imaging. Image data were acquired using end-diastolic 

electrocardiogram-gated imaging at a rate of 1 h n e  per 3 heartbeats (approximately 0.5 Hz). 

The mechanical index was varied fiom 0.1 to 1.2. providing a range of incident peak 

negative pressures from approximately 0.12 to 1.5 MPa 

The Doppler densitometry measurements were used to synchroaize the acquisition of the 

post injection fiames to the plateau phase of Doppler enhancement following the fvst pass of the 

contrast bolus through the circulation. The Doppler data were dso used to ensure that all post 

injection image data were acquired at comparable contrast concentrations. 

Image and data analyses were performed offline using custom analysis routines written in 

MATLABTMme Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA). The procedure used for a n a l m g  al l  images 

was similar. Since the processed echoes fiom within the ventricles were often 12 to 25 dB 

stronger than the processed myocardial echoes. a procedure was developed to isolate the 

myocardial echoes. An edge detection routine was used first to identw the interface between the 

intraventricular septum and the left ventricle in the radio fkquency efboes. AU echoes were 

aiigned so that îhis interface was at a constant ciepth. A rectangular region of interest (ROI), 



lying entirely within the septum, was then identified for perfusion measurements. A 

second ROI, Iying entireIy ethiri the Ieft ventncle andjizst distaL to the septum was also 

identined- Fundamental and harmonic data were processed in paralleI. For fimdamentai 

processing, the echoes were filtered with a bmdpass filter centred at 1.5 MHz with a d  dB 

bandwidth of 1.1 MHz, and then demodulated in quadrature. For harmonic imaging, a 0.8 MHz 

bandwidth filter centred at 2.8 MHz was applied to the data prior to demodulation. 

To assess the performance of Doppler and puise inversion Doppler techniques, Doppler 

clutter fiIters were generated directly from the measured echoes nom each pair of pre and post 

injection images (Hope Simpson and Burns 1 9 9 8 ~  Schleher 1991). These uIters were designed 

to maximize the ratio of the Doppler power from the region of interest after injection (agent and 

tissue) to the Doppler power from the region of interest prior to injection (tissue done). Separate 

Doppler filters were generated for fundamental and harmonic signds. Aithough 12 pulses were 

transmitted down each Iine of sight, the first echo fkom each line was discarded to reduce 

potential multi-path artifacts, and Doppler filters were applied to the remaining 1 1 echoes. The 

effects of imaging with fewer pulses per line were simulated by perfomiing Doppler processing 

using ody a subset of the available echoes fiom each h e  of sight Figure 34 Nustrates the 

principles of both puise inversion and the Doppler waii filters. Second harmonic components 

from the £irst and second echoes are plotteci against each other for echoes nom the myocardium 

at an MI of 0.1, before and after the introduction of contrast agent (Definity @MP-Ils), Dupont 

Pharmaceuticals, BiIlerica). The echoes fiom tissue are iinear and lie dong the h e  defined by 

echo2 = -echol . Adding contrast agent introduces nonlinear harmonic components dong the 

perpendicular Lue echo2 = echol . Pulse inversion thus orthogonalizes the linear and noniinear 

components of the returning echoes. The addition of the two echoes then acts as an agent 

detection filter that detects al l  echo components orthogonal to the iine echo2 = -echol . 



After £iltering, the myocardi'ai enhancement in the region of interest was estimated 

as: 

Mean Doppler Power After Injection 
Enhancement (dB) = 10 log,, 

Mean Doppler Power Be- Injection 1 
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fkst echo amplitude 
Figure 34: Puke inversion imging orthogonuiizes h e u r  and noniinear components of the 
hnnnonic signai- First und second echo hamn ic  signals are plotted aga- each other for 
echoesji-om tissue (canine rnyocardium, crosses) and tissue containing connnst agent (Dejfnity 
(Dh4P-11.5) in canine myocardium, circles) at a mechunical index of 0.1. Surnnring the two 
echoes acts as a Dopplerfilter that cancels al2 components parallel to the dashed line. 

In addition to filtering the echoes at 1.5 MHz (to detect the fundamental component) and 2.8 

MHZ (to detect the harmonic cornpoueut), a search routine was employed to fhd the optimal 

combination of radio fiequency and Doppler filtering for each pair of images. The centre 

frequency of the radio fiequency filter was stepped ffom 1.4 MEIz to 3.0 MHz in increments of 

0.1 MHz, and Doppler fdters and corresponding myocardial enhancement were calculateci at 
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each stage, Once the optimal centre m u e n c y  was found, the bandwidth was dso 

varied fiom 0.8 MHz upwards and DoppIer n1ters and enhancement were recalcuIated The 

optimal enhancement and filters were recordeci- 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 A Note on the Bandwidth of Radio Freqaency Fiters 

Although the bandwidths of the radio frequency fiIters were varied in these experïments, the 

most narrowband tilters tested (0.8 MHz) produced the strongest enhancement and were used in 

all cases, The tradeoffs between bandwidth and resolution were not investigated- 

4.3.2 Pressure Dependence of Myocardiai Enhancement with Optison 

The dependence ofmyocardial enhancement on incident pressure following 20 pl kg-' bolus 

injections of Optison is shown in Figure 35, for intermittent greyscale imaging and also for puise 

inversion imaging with 2,6 and LI  puises per line. Figure 35 shows similar results for 1 l-pulse 

intermittent power Doppler imaging. Iii each case, Doppler £ilters were adjusted separately at 

each mechanical index. For the "optimized" case, RF filters were also adjusted separately at 

each power level- 

At the Iowest incident pressures (MI < 0.4), puise inversion Doppler with second harmooic 

fütecing provided the highest levels of enhancement, producing 10 to 12 dB more enhancement 

than Doppler and hannonic greyscaie imaging. Doppler filters were selective for the nonlinear 

scattering component of the P D  spectnim. At the 6 kH2 PRF used in the pulse inversion 

Doppler imaging, the use of more than two pulses per iine of sight did not produce a statistically 

significant increase in enhancement over the 2-pulse method. As the incident pressure was 

increased, the enhancement from 2-pulse P D  imaging decreased. Above an MI of 
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approximately 0.4, harmonic 2-pdse PID imaging and harmonie greyscale imaging 

produceci similar levels of enhancement (dashed iines in Figure 35% b). 

-0 0.2 0.4 -0-6 0.8 1 1.2 
Mechanical Inder (MI) 

'0; 0.4 -0.6 0.8 1 i2 
Methanical Inder (MI) 

-0 0 2  0.4 -0.6 0.8 1 1 .2  
Mechanical Index (MI) 

-0 0 2  0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 
Mechanical Index (MI) 

Figure 35: Myocardial enhancement following the arlministration of 20 pL&g of Optison for a) 
Greyscale itnaging; 6) 2-pulse pulse inversion Doppler; c) 6-pulse pulse inversion Doppler; and 
d) II -pulse pulse inversion Doppler. The sepïirute lines represent results withjùdamental 
(dotted), harmonic (dashed) und optimized RF_filre&g (solid). Each data point represents the 
mean enhancement over the region of interestfor a single bolcrs injection, imaged at one f i m e  
per 3 heartbeats. 

As expected, myocardial enhancement with Doppler imaging increased steadily with 

increasing pressure (Figure 36). The enhancement with 1 1-pulse PID also increased with 

pressure above a mechanical index of 0.4 (Figure 35d). At mechanical indices above 0.4, both 

Doppler and PID filters selected for disruption-induced Doppler spectral broadening. For 

Doppler and PID imaging with 1 1 pulses per line, the optimal radio tiecpency iïiters at high 

mechanical indices were centred at the transmitted fiequency, not its second harmonic. Further 

investigation revealed a tradeoff between severai cornpethg factors; the optimum contrast 
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between agent and eIectronic noise occnrred at the fimidamental whereas the optimum 

contrast between agent and tissue occurred at the second hannonic. As the number of pulses 

processed was increased fiom 2 to 1 1, the optimum receive fiequency moved from the second 

harmonic to the hdamentaI, reveahg a switch from tissue-lirnited to electronic noise-limited 

enhancement as Doppler filtering irnproved (Figure 37)- These results using fewer than 11 

pulses should be treated with caution, since 12 pulses were transmitted in dl cases. Especially at 

high mechanicd indices, this may have produced minecessary microbubble disruption, reducing 

agent concentrations unnecessadyY 

-5 1 
O 0.2 0-4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 

Mechanical Index (MI)  
Figure 36: Myocardial enhancement following the administration of 20 m g  afoptison for OptisonforII- 
pulse Doppler imaging. The separate lines represent results withjùdamental (dotted), 
harmonic (dashed) and optimized RFfiItering (solid). Each data point represents the mean 
enhancement over the region of interest for a single bolus injection, imaged at one f i m e  per 3 
heartbeats. 
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Figure 37: Optimum recebe Pequency vs packet lëngth for a) pulse inversion Doppler imaging 
at M k I . 0 ;  b) Doppler imging at MI=O091. As more pulses were used per line of sight, the 
optirnul filter fiequency droppedfrom the second harmonic, to the-tal. 

The optimal radio fkquency filter frequency for 2-pulse PID imaging decreased with 

increasing incident pressure, shiftllig from approximately 2.6 MHz at the lowest pressures 

(MI4-4) to approximately 2.2 MHz at higher incident pressures (MI >0.4). This shift in 

frequency to a point half way between the fundamental and harmonic at high incident pressures 

occurred in response to two separate phenornena At high incident pressures, noniinear 

scattering fiom microbubbles produced broadband echoes, detectable across the entire passband 

of the transducer. There was also a concomitant increase in the tissue harmonic signals- By 

placing the receive Hter frequency half way between the findamental and second harmonic, the 

broadband microbubble echoes were detected while both the Iinear and nonlinear echoes from 

tissue were suppressed (Figure 38). 

Baseline and contrast-enhanceci pulse inversion Doppler images of the heart at low and high 

mechanical indices are shown Figure 39. 
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Figure 38:RF Filtering for pulse inversion at low and high transmit intensities: a) Radio 
frequency specna of unprocessed echoesfrom myocardium (solui line) and myocardim + 
Optison (dotted line) at a mechanicul index of 0.13; 6)  spectra of the same echoes afrr 2-pulse 
pulse inversion Doppler filtering; c) spectra afrr pulse inversion Doppler a d  radio frequency 
filtering; d)-f) same as a)-c) but ut MI=I.X At low incident pressures, RFjZters shouui be 
placed at the second hamonic of the transmiftfre~ency~ At high incident pressures, RFjWters 
should be placed between the fundomental and second hannonicfrequencies. 



F i m e  39: &ghf parasiemaf short mis hnoges of the kart ma& with Il-pulse pulse imers6on 
Doppler at afiame rate of lfimneper 3 hemfbeafs: a) basehe inwige utMI=O.2; b) fulllowmg a 
bolus injection of20 jd iLg' of@tison ath&=0.2; c) hasellrne aMge atMI=LO; d)jbhwïng a 
bolus @fection of20 CJ kg-' of Optison atMT=I.O. In dl images rk &xmic range of the col- 
overlay is 40 &- P u k  inversion Doppler am Umtect myocarCtràZperfusion at both law and high 
mcicdent pressures. 

To demonstrate the effécts of microbubble disnrption, data were acquired at MIS of 0.3 and 

1.3 with 2-pulse pulse inversion Doppler at 1 &me per 3 heartbeats and also in realtime at 13 

fkuneslsecond (Figure 40). While myocardiai enhancement was detectabIe at both MIS wah 

intermittent imaging, reaitime myocardial enhancement at a mechanical index of 1.3 was 



undetectable due to agent disruption. More simiificantly, realtime myocarcüd 

enhancement was detectabIe at the Iower mechanicd index, By avoiding excessive microbubble 

disruption, puise inversion Doppler imaging at low incident power levels offers the oppominity 

of imaging myocardial perfusion in realtime. 

Figure 40: Myocardial enhancement with Optison (20 kg-*) for 2-pulse puke inversion 
Dopplerfor intermittent imaging at I f iame  per 3 heartbeats filled bars) and 13fiamesper 
second (open bars), Myocardiui enhancement can be detected in realtime with puise inversion 
Doppler a? iow incident pressures. 

The effects of varying bth the Doppler pulse repetition ffequency @RF) and ensemble 

Iength at low transmit pressure were simulated by taking the 12-puIse PID data and proçessing 

every echo (6 kHi PRF), every 3d echo (2 lcHz P m ,  etc. and then processing a subset of the 

remaining echoes using optunized RF and Doppler filtering. For packet lengths of 2.3 and 4 

echoes, myocardial enhancement increased with increasing PRF (Figure 41 a). At low PRFs, 

enhancement with the 2-pulse method suffered due to tissue motion, and using just three pulses 

per line of sight improved enhancetnent signincantly. With the 0.8 MHz bandwidth harmonic 

receive Nters, myocardiai enhancement using 4 pulses per line was indîstinguishable fiom the 3- 

pulse results at 2 kHz and 6 kHz. The radio frequency spectra of agent ancl tissue echoes 

following 2 and 4-pulse PID filtering are shown in Figure 42. When the processing descnbed 

above was repeated with a broadband receive filter (2-7 MHz centre frequency, 2.2 MHz 



bandwidth), the myocacdial enhancement with 2-puise imaging decreased at Iow PRFs 

as more of the fundamental echoes h m  moving tissue were detectcd (Figure 41b). Here again, 

myocardial enhancement was improved significantly by using 3 or more pulses and appropnate 

Doppler fiiterhg. 

Broadband RF Fiitering 

Pulse Repetition Frequency Pulse Repeüüon Frequency 
Figure 41: a) Myocardial enhancement versus PRF at1MI=O.l3 for pulse inversfon Doppler with 
nan-owband hannonic filtering using 2 pulses (dashed line), 3 pulses (dotted line) or 4 pulses 
per Zine (solid line), The dash-dot line represents the enhancement with 11 pulses per line at a 
PRF of 6 MzZ Myocardial enhancement increased as more pulses mid higher PRFs were used. 
Uskg as fav us 3 puises per Iine produced strong enhancement ut most pulse repetition 
frequencies. 6) Myocardial enhcement versus PRF at M=O.I3 for puise inversion Doppler 
with a broadband receive filter. 
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Figure 42: Radio frequency spectra of Doppler-fltered echoes from myocardium (solid lines) 
and myocardium+Optison (dotted lines) for a) 2-pulse P D ;  and b) 4-pulse Pa). Using more 
than two pulses helped to suppress thefUndamenta2 echoesfiom moving tissue. 
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43.3 Other Agents 

On 2 of the 5 study days, experiments were conducted with other agents to assess the 

generality of the observations discussed above. 

The pressure dependence of myocadîal contrast following 0.1 ml (4 pl kg-L) injections of 

Definity (DMP-115) is shown in Figure 43, for pulse inversion Doppler with 11 pulses per iine- 

Like Optison, this agent consists of perfluoropropane bubbles mounded by a flexib1e sheII. 

Results with PID imaging were similar to those fiom Optison, with optimd contrast provided by 

harmonic pulse inversion imaging klow an MI of approximately 0.4, and by fundamental 

Doppler at higher Mis. 

-5' I 

O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 
Mechanical Index (MI) 

Figure 43: Myocardiai enhancement versus mechanical index with II-pulse pulse ànversion 
Doppler (2 fiame per 3 heartbeats) following bolus injections of D&nity (DMP-IIS) (4 pl kg-'). 
The separate lines represent tesults withjkdamentul (dotte&, hannonic (dashed) and qthized 
RFfilrenng (solid). 

Experiments were also conducted on Sonavist, The pressure dependence of myocardial 

contrast for 1 1 pulse Doppler and pulse inversion Doppler imaging is show in Figure 44a and 

Figure 44b respectively. This agent is compnsed of polymet encapsulated air bubbles that 

- dissolve rapidly when disrupted by hi@ intensity ultrasound. At the incident pressure levels 

tested, it was detected best with conventional Doppler. Since the lowest mechanical index tested 

was approximately 0.3, the behaviour of this agent in vivo at low incident intensities remains to 
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be explored. At high incident pressure Ievels and despite the high PRFs used in the 

experiments, the Doppler shifts produced by microbubble disnrption produced aiiasing between 

the two components of the pulse inversion DoppIer spectrum, reducing the effectiveness of this 

technique, A simiIar pattern of behaviour was observed with Levovist (Schering AG, Berlin), 

another air-based agent. 

4.4 Discussion and Summary 
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We have shown that pulse inversion techniques, tuned to detect second hannonic nonlinear 
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scattering can significantiy outperform other contrast-specific imaging techniques at Iow 
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Figure 44= Myocardial enhancement versus mechanical i d è x  fol2owing bolus injections of SHU 
563a (12 pl kg-') with a )  II-pulie pulse inversion Doppler; d 6)  Il-pulse conventional 
Doppler (al1 at I fiame per 3 heartbeats). The separate h e s  represent results with firndamental 
(doi-îed), hannonic (dashed) and optimized Mfilten'ng (solid). 

incident sound pressures, potentiaUy enabling myocardial perfusion to be detected with realtime 

Maging when used in conjunction with the perfluorocarbon agents tested. Here, use of the 

highest possible pulse repetition frequencies together with effective second harmonic filtering 

c m  minimize the deleterious effects of tissue motion. If imaging depth prohibits the use of high 

PRFs and second harmonic filtering is not sufficient to suppress tissue motion, then motion 

effects may be reduced significantly by transmitting more than two pulses per line of sight and 

using appropriate Doppler filtering. At higher incident sound pressures, imaging techniques 
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should be designed to detect Doppler specîral broadening caused by microbubble 

disruption, Here, the choice of whether to use fuadametd or second harmonic radio fiequency 

filterhg will depend upon the effectiveness of Doppler frequency filterhg. The multi-pulse 

Doppler and pulse inversion Doppler technicpes c m  provide significantly more myocardial 

enhancement than two-puise puise inversion Doppler at high incident pressures. 

Although a short axïs view of the heart was used to detect myocardial pemision in these 

experiments as a matter of couvenience, this is probably not the optimal view for such 

measurements. Agent-induced attenuation in the left and right ventricles in this view limiteci our 

ability to assess perfiision distal to the left ventricle in these experiments. The use of an apical 2 

or khamber  view in these experhents would have placed the majority of the myocardium 

between the transducer and the ventricles, reducing the effects of attenuation. 



5 CIinicaï Applications of PnLge Inversïon Doppler 

The following figures in tùis Chapter have appeared in prht  or have been submitted for 

publication, and are used with permission: 

Figures 50 and 51 origuiaUy appeared in: Burns, P. N., Wilson, S. R., and Hope Simpson, D. 

Pulse Inversion Imaging of Liver Blood How: hproved Method for Characterizing Foc& 

Masses with MïcrobubbIe Contrast* Investïgative Radiology 20& 35(1):58-7 1, as Figures 

10 & 12 respectiveiy. 

Figure 58 originaily appeared in Burns, P. N, Hope Simpson, D., and Averkiou, M. A. 

Noniinear Imaging. UltraSound Med Bi01 2 0 0 0 ~  26(lOOl):S l9-S22, as Figure 3. 

The development of ultrasound contrast agents, harmonic imaging, and contrast-specinc 

imaging techniques has opened up many new applications for diagnostic ultrasound imaghg and 

has provided potential benefiîs for existing applications. Since pulse inversion Doppler 

combines harmonic imaging and Doppler contrast detection techniques, it offers benefits in 

many areas. Rather than attempting to cataiog the possible uses of pulse inversion techniques, 

three applications of paaicular interest have been selected for review: quantification of 

myocardial pemision, the assessrnent of blood flow in liver masses, and tissue hannonic 

irnaging. The role of pulse inversion Doppler imaging in each application is discussed. The 

principles of operation underlying these applications may be extended readily to othex areas. 



5.2.1 Intermittent Doppler haghg 

When diagnostic ultrasound imaging systems were first used to image microbubble contrast 

agents, it was quickly realized that the microbubbles could be destroyed by high intensity sound 

pulses, and that the subsequent rehim of microbubbles into the ultrasound beam couid be used to 

rneasure blood flow (Figure 45)~owlkes et aI- 1998). It was not mtil recently, however, that a 

practicd blood flow meamernent technique was developed- 
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Figure 45: An early a t tmpt  to measure bloodflow usùlg microbubble disruprion. Microbubbles 
flowing from lefi ro right through a tube hmte been destroyed in the image p h e  by the imaging 
pulses. The degree of reflow of bubbles àtto the image plane between fiames is proportional to 
velocity, yielding a profile offlow in this vesse1 phanrom (mpublished). 

In a 1998 paper, Wei et al. described an indicator dilution technique for meamring 

myocardial blood flow using microbubbles. In this technique, a single fiame of high intensity 

power Doppler ultrasound pulses is used to image and destmy al l  of the microbubbles lyhg 

within the scan plane during a constant intravenous infirsion of microbubbles (Wei et al. 1998). 

A second image £tame is acquired soon afterwards, providing an image of onLy those 

microbubbles that have entered the scan plane between frames. By varying the time delays 
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between successive h e s  and plotting the Doppler power signai fkom a given image 

location against time, a concentration versus time c w e  may be constnicted for agent repedbsing 

the scan plane (Figure 46). Experimental &ts show that these concentration data may be fitted 

to the function: 

~ ( t )  =a(i -ëB), 58 
where ~ ( t )  is the agent concentration (as measured by Doppler power), eod a and /3 are fitted 

parameters. Theory, supported by preIiminary experimentai results, suggests that initial dope of 

this curve, aB will  be proportiona1 to the rate of bIood ffow into the scan plane, and the k a l  

asymptote, a, will be proportional to blood volume The use of this technique is demonstrated in 

Figure 47. 

initial slope = flow rate 
asymptote blood volume 

O Frame interval 
Figure 46: Principles of destruction/reperjùsion flow measurement: a) steady state bubble 
concentrations are established in the blood; b) ultrasornid is med to destroy microbubbles in the 
scan plane; c) over time, blaodflow refills the scan plane with bdbles; ci) the relationship 
between signal intensity andfiame interval may be used to estimate bloodflow and volume. 



Frarne interval in seconds 
Figure 47: Desfnrctio&eprjkSion rneaswements of mymwdiaI blaodjm rit a a@ hearî u d g  
an ilrfirszon of LewviMst (Barns et al. 20005). 

To provide absolute measurements of blood flow and volume with intermittent Doppler 

imaging, the effêctive thickness of the sain plane d the absolute detection sensitMty to 

rnicrobubble concentration must be b w n  at each point in the image piane. In practice, neither 

of these parameters is known. This technique can thus be used oniy to provide relative 

cornparisons of blood flow between adjacent regions of tissue. 

5.2.2 Limitations of Intermittent Doppler Measurements 

In addition to providing only relative measrnes of blood flow, the inteRniffmt imaging 

technique descrï'bed above &ers fiom other drawbacks related to the speed ofirnaging. Firstly, 

since this technique repuires intermittent baghg, myocardial petfusion anci wail motion cannot 

be assessed together. Secondly, in a typical measurement of blood flow wÏth this technique, 4 

image h e s  might be acquired at each of 1,2,4, 8 and 16 heaa beat t h e  delays. This 

corresponds to 20 h m e s  in a total measurement period of 124 heart beats, or just d e r  two 

minutes of imaging the .  Since this interval on the order ofthe enbancement time provided by 

the infusion of a single via1 of contrast agent, a separate via1 of agent would lürely be required 
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for each measunment Any significant movement of the tninsducer relative to the 

patient over this interval wouId InvaLidate the rneasurement. 

W e  have recently demonstrated a potentid source of measurement bias with this technique 

in an anima1 mode1 @unis et al. 2ûûûb)- For accurate measurements, the concentration of 

microbubbles in the blood outside of the scan plane should remain constant- Because the 

imaging plane often includes the ventncIes, however, bubble dismption within the ventricles 

significantIy reduces the mïcrobubble concentration in the aortic blood This process leads to a 

systemic reduction in microbubble concentration that is proportional to the h e  rate, so that 

m e s  acquired at short time intervals contain fewer microbubbles than would otherwise be 

expected. At present, the clinical signifïcance of this a . a c t  is unclear. 

5.2.3 ReaItime Myocardisl Perfnsion Imaging with Pulse Inversion: 

In the previous chapter we showed how real time pemision imaging was possible with pulse 

inversion techniques operathg at low transmit intensities. Realthe, low power, pulse inversion 

Doppler myocardial perfusion irnaging has recently been introduced for clinical use (Power 

Pulse Inversion @Pl), ATL Ultrasouad, Botheli, WA) (Averkiou et ai. 2000). Baseline and 

enhanced images of a dog heart made at 8 fiames per second with real time PPI are shown in 

Figure 48. In the contrast-enhanced image, perfusion is demonstrated throughout the 

moycardium surrounding the Ieft ventride. Some Doppler artif'ts are visMe in the baselïne 

image, but these are primarily restricted to prominent interfaces (such as the endocardial border) 

and are unlikely to be misinterpreted as pemision. With PPI, perfusion images may be obtained 

at rates well over 15 frames per second by adjusting imaging parameters (sector width, pulse 

repetition frequency, etc.).). Power pulse inversion imaging thus allows myocardial pemision and 

cardiac wall motion to be assessed simultaneously in real time. PreIiminary trials in humans 



confÏrm these resiuts and show that myocardial perfûsbn and pafiision defects can be 

detected with this technique (Tiemann et aL 1999). 

5.2.4 M a s u h g  Perfusion with Puise Inversion 

Because it does not disrupt microbubbles, low power pulse mversion imaging measures 

moving blood volume, mt flow rate. While moving blood v o l ~ e  may often be adequate to 

assess myocardial perfusion abnonnalities (Kad and layaweera 1997), volume flow rates are 

also of interest. The destruction/repertÙsion measurements of blood flow d e r n i  in the 

preceding section have been adapted for use with the reaitime PPI imaging. In a technique 

hown as C"aash'' ixuaging, the ciinician first identifies a region of interest ushg realtime 

scanning- Next, a rapid sequeme of high intensity destruction h e s  is triggered, which 

dismpts all of the microbubbles within the scan plane. The system is then reset automatidy to 

low power PPI Unaging and the flow of agent into the scan plane is monitored in realtime. 

Several hundred image fiames may be a c q d  over a 20 second time period d agent 

concentration (measumd by PPI) vs time may be fitted to Equation 58 to estimate biood flow 



(Figure 49). Compared with the Intermittent Dopplermethod descri'bed previously, tbis 

method dows up to I O  h e s  the data to be acquired in 115 the imaging tiM. Trials with 

techniques are ongoing. 
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Figure 49: Destnrction/repe~onfTow measurements in the intraventricular septum of a dog 
heart made using real time PPI imging and an infusion of Definity (Dupont 
Pharmaceutica~,BiIlen'ca, MX) (dota fiom dia~fol ic~ames only are shown). Because of 
measurement awacts (resultiitg partally fiom threshofig and log cornpression of the Doppler 
dara), intensity measurements have actually been fittedto a curve of the form: intensity = y+ 
a - e - 8 j .  Intensity values have then been nonnalized to the asyrnptotic value of the fitted curve. 

5.3 Blood Flow in Liver Mises  

One of the major areas of interest in contrast imaging, outside of cardiac imaging, is the 

detection and diagnosis of iiver masses. Primary liver cancer, or hepatocehlar carcinoma 

(ElCC), is one of the most prevalent cancers worldwide. Due in part to its role as a filter for 

blood, the lîver is aiso a common site for metastases fiom colon cancer and other cancers 

including breast and lung cancer. 

In cancer, the developrnent of new blood vessels around solid tumom (angiogenesis) 

provides these tumeurs with nutrients required for growth and also with a pathway for the 

systemic spread of the cancer (metastasis) (Foikman 1995). These new b l d  vessels are 



abnormdy tomious and often contain direct connections betweenaartery and vein 

(anastomoses) with abnormaily high blood velocities (Balen et ai. 1994; Burns et ai. 1982; 

Taylor et aI. 1997; Taylor 1995). Tumour vessels aIso tend to fack normal vasomotor tone and 

blood flow is Iargely umgalated (Cosgrove 1996). Whereas the blood supply of normal liver 

parenchyma is predominantly fiom the portal vein, many iiver cancers including hepatocellular 

carcinoma are supplieci primady by the hepatic artery- The abnormal patterns of blood fïow and 

vessel morphoIogy in Iiver tumoun aid their detectïon and dinerentiation with imaging 

techniques such as contrast assisted MRI and CL' imaging (Stevens et al. 1994). 

Efforts are now underway to detennine whether microbubble contrast agents can enable the 

vascular features of liver tumours to be detected and differentiated with ultrasound (Girard et ai. 

2998; Tanaka et ai. 1995). Since the diagnostic cnteria are different fiom those m cardiac 

imaging, imaging techniques, tao. wiIl be different. Spatial resolution is much more important in 

Liver imaging than in cardiac imaging (where exteuded pedusion defects are of primary interest 

Resolution is reqWred to delineate blood vessei morphology and to defme the borders of lesions 

accurately. Since the colour overlays used in Doppler based techniques tend to mask the 

underlying matornical information, greyscale techniques such as harmonic imaging are 

preferred. The Doppler settings designeci for blood detection also produce gross saturation 

artifacts when used to image microbubbIes. For these reasons, greyscale, 2-pulse, pulse 

inversion imaging (as described in Cbapter 2) is the preferred technique h r  b e r  imaging with 

contrast microbubbles (Burns et al. 2000~). This technique provides high resolution and contrast 

sensitivity and does not use a colour overlay. At low transmit htensities, realtime puIse 

inversion irnaging enables contiguous segments of tumour vasculahare to be seen with high 

resolution (Figure 50). At high transmit intensities, intermittent pulse inversion imaging can be 
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used to provide both blood flow and b h d  vohune wei&ted images uskg the -ples 

outlined in Section 5.2.1 (Figure SI). 

Figure 50: Pulse r'nversi'on hannonfc hages of a large biopsy-proven hepataceUuIar carcntoma: 
a) baseline image-the funtout is a large round ners 0; 6) contrtasî-enhanced image showing 
long tortuous vessels wi'thin the tumow; c) a Mgh Mïinage @fer a de@ shows enhmcement 
surrounding a clmk regon w'thin the hmow, indicafing an mea of necrosis (Burns et al. 2000~). 

Harmonic imaging and pulse inversion irnaging actually appear to beneM itom the f a  tbat 

they don't entirely eliminate signals h m  tissue. Especially at high incident sound intensities, 

nonlùiear sound propagation causes nonlinear tissue echoes to appear in the hannonic signal (see 

Section 5.4). These weak tissue si& Save as the background image in contrast hsrmonic and 

pulse inversion imaging. 



5.3.1 Levovist Late Phase Imaging 

In addition to acting as blood pool enhancing agents, several contrast agents including 

Levovist and Sonavist @oth nom Schering AGy Berlin) demonstrate a iate phase of enhancement 

in the b e r .  AIthough the exact mechanism for this late enhancement is unclear, it appears to 

involve either the phagocytosis of micmbubbles by macrophages of the reticuloendotbplial 
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system (Kupffer ceiis), or the slow transit ofmibubbles tbrough the üver sinusoids 

(Blodey et al 1999a; Bbmley et al 199%; Kono et al 2000)- Whatever the mechaniSm, this 

enhancement is absent in many tumeurs, o f f i  a meam of distingirishing tumours fkom 

normal Liver parenchyma To image late p k  enhancement, microbubbles are sdministered 

intravenously. Following a 5 to 10 minute delay, the fiver is imaged wah high intense pulse 

inverskon imagïng or harmonic power Doppler imaging. 'ï-urs appear as signal voids within 

the &ver (Figure 52). Ahhough power Doppler irnaging is more sensitive tban pulse inversion 

imaging (2-pulse) at high trairmut intensitÏes (See Chapter 4), puise ïnversîon appaas to provide 

enough contrast to identify lesions, and offèrs a clearer view ofthe underlying tissue. 

When harmonic imaging and Doppler techniques were fïrst developed, in the early LWOS, 

the scattering of sound nom tissue was commonly treated as a linear process. The ecbes nom 

tissue, thus, were expected to contain only those sound fieqyencies present in the transmitted 

pulses. Experiments performed with the prototype harmonic imaghg systems quickly mvealed 

that tissue echoes contained signincant s o d  m g y  at the second harmonic of the transmitted 

fkequency. These ''tissue harmonie" wmponents actuaiiy developed in the outgohg pulses as 

the sound propagated throughtissue. Their intensity relative to the fuadamental fkequency 
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components increased with distance and sound intensity - hallmarks of a well- 

understood process knom as nonlinearpmpagation. WhiIe tissue harmonic echoes place 

fundamental on the performance of contrast harmonic imaghg schemes, they can be 

exploited to provide improved tissue images (Aveduou and Hamilton 1997; Chnstopher 1997; 

Ward et al. 1997). 

5.4.1 Noniinear Propagation 

In linearsound theory, the speed of sound, c,, , is assuwd to be independent of the sound 

intensity (see Chapter 1, Equation 4). This assumption is valid only for low intensity sound 

waves. For f i te amplitude sound waves, the phase velocity (the propagation speed of a point of 

constant particle velocity) is a fimction of paxticle velocity. Two physical effects. the pressure 

dependence of compressibility (material nonlinearity) and convective nonlïnearity, contribute to 

this effect, 

The material nonlinearity resuits from a nonlinearity in the equation of state (the relationship 

between pressure and density) of the material. When compressed, the buik compressibility of 

most materiais decreases, making it progressively harder to cornpress them m e r .  This effect 

causes the speed of sound to increase with increasing sound pressure In a propagating sound 

wave, regions of high pressure correspond to regions of high particle velocity, so that: 

B 
Cmd =cg + U ,  

59 
2A 

where c,, is the low intensity speed of sound (approximately 1540 d s  in tissue at 37 C), u is the 

particle velocity of a point in tissue, and B/A is a material constant. 



The convective non?in-ty resuits h m  the fact that the phase velocity is îhe sum 

of the local speed of sound and the particle velocity (Eighton 1 ~ 4 ) ~ :  

Phare velociiy = c, t u  
Summing the two contn'butions, we get 

P h e  velocity = c,, + 1+- I 3, 
= Co+& 

where /3 is referred to as the coefficient of nonlinearity. Values of f3 for different tissues range 

fiom 3.6 for water to approximately 6.5 for fat (Law et ai. 1985)- 

As a result of the non-uniform phase veIocity described by Equation 61, regions of high 

pressure in a sound wave (corresponding to regions of hi& partide velocity) propagate faster 

than regions of low pressure. This variation in propagation speed causes a gradua1 "steepening" 

of the sound wave as it travels, distorting the wave and shiftïng sound energy away fiom the 

transmitted frequency into higher harmonies (Figure 53). The rate of development of the second 

harmonic component is proportional to the square of the pressure amplitude of the propagating 

wave (Fry and Dunn 1962). Since scattered sound is typicalIy of much lower intensity than the 

transmitted beam, nonlinear propagation affects primady the outgoing sound wave. 

Figure 53: a) Sketch of an ultrasound wave propagating to the lefr; b) as the wave propagates, 
nonlinear propagation causes the high pressure regions of tlze wave to traveI faster than the Iow 
pressure regions, distorting the sound wave. 

This convective compnentmay be explained by analogy with a travelling airplane. The airplane's grouad 
speed (phase velocity) is equal to the its air speed (cSod ) plus the wind velocity ( u )- 



5.4.2 Charactersstics of the Nonlinear Beam 

Figure 54 shows sketches of two-way (transmitlreceive) sensitivity patterns for a focussed 

ultrasound transducer operating in fiindamental and hannonic Imaging modes, Ih fundamental 

imaging (Figure 54a), the transducer is most sensitive at its foçns, but is also sensitive to 

scattering near the skin surface- Sound reverberating in layers of fat and muscle near the skin 

surface can therefore produce imaging artifacts in fiuidamental mode- In hannonic imaging 

(Figure 54b), the noalinear beam is not present near the skin sudace, but develops as the sound 

propagates (Averkiou and Hamilton 1995; Averkiou and Hamilton 1997; Christ~pher 1997). 

Hence, reverberation artifacts fiom scattering in supedkisù layers are suppessed. 

Figure 54: a) Sketch of the two-way sensitivity pattern for conventional iinuging; 6) sketch of the 
two-way sensitivity pattern for tisme harmonic imaging. Tissue Iiîtrmonic imagntg is insensitive 
to sca fteringfiom supe ficial layers. 

Figure 55 shows a sketch of the fundamental and harmonic beam profdes at the transducer 

focus. In addition to having a broad main lobe on the beam a i s ,  the fuodamcntal beam has 

strong off-axis components, or sidelobes. These sidelobes diverge fiom the main sound beam 

and scatter off tissue. The ultrasound system interprets echoes fiom sidelobes as coming from 

structures along the beam axis. producing artifacts in the resulting image. Because it is at twice 

the transmit fiequency, the harmonic beam has a narmwer main lobe, which results in improved 

Lateral resolution. More significantly, the harmonic beam is produced primarily along the beam 

axis where sound intensity is highest It therefore has Lower sidelobes and generates 

correspondingly weaker sidelobe artifacts (Averloou and Hamilton 1997). 
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Figure 55: Sketch of the fundmnental and h a m n i c  bemn profiles ut the trunsducer focus. The 
hamtonic beam has a narruwer main lobe und lower detubes than themamental beam. 

Tram-thoracic cardiac imaging where haunonic Ïmaging was fùst used, is pdcuiarly 

prone to the imaging artifacts mentioned above. Many patients suffering from ischemic heart 

disease are overweight, and have signïficant layers of fat and tissue at or near the skin surface 

that c m  generate reverberation amfaets in conventional imaging. A h ,  since sound cannot pass 

through bone and air, small gaps between the riïs and lungs must be used as "acoustic windows" 

for viewing the hem The phased-array ultrasound transducers used to image the heart through 

these windows produce particularly significant sidelobes, which c m  rdect off the nearby nïs 

and lungs, generating sidelobe artifacts. Before the introduction of tissue harmonic imaging, a 

significant fraction of cardiac ultrasound examinations were considered non-diagnostic due to 

poor image quality resulting fiom sidelobe and reverberation artifacts- It is precisely such 

c c ~ i c u l t "  examinations, which appear to be Unproved by tissue harmonie imaging (Krernkau et 

al. 1998). 

Tisssue hannonic imaging is now used widely in cardiac ultrasound imaging? and is 

available on most modem cacdiac ultxasound systems. Following its snccess in cardioIogy, 

harmonic imaging has also been applied to radiological imaging, where it has been shown to 

improve visualization of low contrast lesions and cystic structures (Tranquart et al. 1999)(Bunis 

et al, 2000). 
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5.43 Pulse Inversion Tiiiie H'nic bagbg 

Like the nonlinear harmonics generated by microbubbles, tissue hannonics result fiom an 

asymmetric response to regions of high and low pressure in the transmittted sound, Not 

surprisingly, therefore, pulse inversion harmonic imaging detects tissue harmonic echoes in 

addition to bubble hannonic echoes. 

Caiibrated hydrophone measurements of hïgh intensity normal and inverted sound pulses 

measured at the focus ( 8 . 8 ~  10-~ m) of the Picker 3 -5 MHz tramducet used in Chapter 2, 

following excitation with a single cycle tone burst at 3.5 MRz and transmission through water 

are shown in Figure 56a and b. The positive and negative portions of the sound waves are 

distorted assymetncaily for both puises. Assuming that the scattering and reflection processes do 

not cause M e r  distortions, we may use these pulses to simulate the detected tissue echoes. 

Summing the tiwo pulses isolates the asymmetnc components of the echoes (Figure 56c), while 

subtracting the two pulses isolates the symmetric echo components (Figure 56d). Spectrai 

analysis of the mm and ciifference signals shows that these signals contain the even order and 

odci order harmonic components respectively (Figure 57), as predicted in Chapter 2 for bubble 

harmonics. 



Figure 56: Pressure wmtejiorms for focussed sound pulses trunsmitted 88 mm through watec a) 
n o d  puise; b) imerted pulse; c) oddng the signais together isolotes the asymmemk signal 
components; d )  subtracting the signais isolates the symmetn'c companents 

Fte~pencg (Mbz) 
Figure 57: Spectra of pulse inversion s m  and d#erence signuis fron Figure 56. The sum 
signal contains the men hannonic components und the dwerence signal contains the odd 
hurmonic cornponents- 

The use of puise inversion imaging to detect tissue hatmonic echoes was fmt suggested in 

1997 (Hope Simpson and Burns 1997). At least two ultrasound system manufacturers, (Siemens 

Ultrasouad, Issaquah,WA and ATL UItrasound, Bothell, WA) now offer pulse inversion tissue 

harmonic imaging modes as standard imaging options (Jiang et ai. 1998). Conventional, 

harmonic and pulse inversion harmonic images of a dog heart made with the ATL HDI-5000 

system are shown in Figure 58. In the conventionai image (Figure Sa), haze £tom imaging 



d c t s  is visible in the ventricles a d  parhlly obscures the endocardiaL borders. 

Hamoni'c nnagiag (Figure 58b) reduces this hazc a d  provides iinproved visualkation of the 

endocardial borders- Pulse inversion ùnagmg (Figure 58c) provides nntkr impmvements in 

image quality over hannonic haghg, but at a reduced fiiame ratee 

Figure 58: Rightpmmternal long mis images of a dog hem made with a)Fundmental 
Nnaging; b) hurmonic imaging; und c) pulse inverston hamonic inaging. 

5- 4.3. I FÏZters For Tissue H m o n i c  Imagrng 

The principles used to develop radio hquency and Doppler fihem for contrast irnaging (see 

Chapter 3) are e q d y  applicable to other ïmaging tasks, kluding tissue irnaging. Wth baseline 

pulse inversion Doppler image data taken h m  the experiments descrï'bed in Chapter 3, we have 

designed RF and Doppler mers to detect echoes arising fkom the septal myocardium and to 

reject (artïfàctuaI) echoes detected fiom withm the Lefi ventriclee Figure 59a shows a 

convent id  g r e y d e  image of the kart formed by transmitthg and receivhg echoes at the 
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fiindamental îkcpency (L.67 MHz)Y without the use of a Doppler mta. Only the first 

four echoes h m  each lhe of sight have been p r o d  ArtiÊcts are present withïn the left 

ventricle, and the right ventrïcle is almost entirely obscured by haze. Figure 59b shows the same 

daîa processed usmg filtas designeci with the automated techniques d e s c r i i  in Chapter 3. 

Artifàcts appear reduced in the left ventricle, and much of the right ventricle is now Msible. In 

this case, the fihm design techniques automatïcalIy selected for the second harmonie, nontinear 

components of the ecboes (Figure 59c and d). Such erqiaiments pmvide fûrther evidence that 

artifàcts in cardiac imaging arise p M y f i o m  the hear sound beam 

u 
C - -40- 

O 1 2 3 4 -0.5 O 0.5 
Fmquency in MHz Doppler FrequencyIPRF 

Figure 59: Righf par4~1ermI short ams imriges of a dog kart mat& with a)jhdunenfal 
greyscale imaging; and b) ophinied 4-pusepike imwsion tnwgihg. Filers designd to 
suppress echoesfiorn within the Ieft wnlircle automatI"dly seselect for the second hannonic. 
nonlinear componenf of the e c h s  



5.5 Discussion 

These three applications demonstrate the vast poteutid of nonlznear contrast and tissue 

imaging techniques, Pulse inversion Doppler and its two-pulse variant, pulse inversion imaging, 

have evoIved from earlier Doppler and hannonic imaging techniques, and appear to offer 

sigaificant benefits in many areas, By removing the resolution/contrast tradeoffs of harmonic 

imaging, pulse inversion techniques have provided the capabiIity to image mimbubbles in 

realtime without destroying them. 

The somewhat serendipitous discovery of tissue harmoaic imagîng has had a profound 

impact in cardiology, where hannonic imaging is now used as the standard cardiac imaging 

technique in many centres. Whereas contrast media will UeIy be used in only a portion of 

ultrasound examinations, harmonic imaging offers potentiai benefits for al i  ultrasound 

examinations. The incremental benefits provided by pulse inversion imaging over tissue 

harmonic imaging may thus prove even more signîficant than the contrast applications for which 

this technique was originaily deveIoped. The only approved cardiac indication for contrast 

imaging at the moment is for lefi ventricular opacification - i.e. to make the ventricles more 

visible with ultrasound. Ironicaily, hannonic imaging, which was h t  developed to detect 

contrast microbubbles, may actually help to make the use of micmbubbles for this application 

obsolete (Kasprzak et al, 1999; Main et al. 1999). 



6 Significance and Future Work 

Figures 61a-d have been submitted for publication as Figures 5a,b, and 8a,b in Hope 

Simpson, D. and Burns, P, N. Segmentation of Microbubble and Tissue Echoes in Pulse 

Inversion Doppler hagiag. Uitrasoound in Medicine and Biobgy (manuscript UMB/2000/52), 

They are used with permission- 

The applications described in the previous chapter demonstrate the potentil of puIse 

inversion techniques- These technicpes are now in the han& of criaical researchers. Their 

utility appears weil established, and the feasibility of realtime perfusion imaging has been 

demonstrated. Pulse inversion imaging, where avdable, has largely superceded harmonic 

irnaging as the preferred greyscale technique for microbubble detection in radiological 

applications, Intermittent power Doppler imaging, however, sti l l  remains the most sensitive 

method for detectuig microbabbles in tissue and is the most common technique for myocardial 

pefision imaging (Becher et al. 2000). Power Doppler imaging has the additional advantage 

that it works weLI with aü microbubble contrast agents, not just with perfluorocarbon agents. 

Because they can provide complementary information, both realtime pulse inversion Doppler 

and intermittent power Doppler wiU both Likely play a .  important role in chical  practice. 

6.1.1 Context of the Present Work 

As is common with many scientific advances, some of the concepts presented in this work 

have been developed in pardel by others. The original concept of pulse inversion imaging, 

described in Chapter 2, was aiso developed by Juin Jet Hwmg at ATL Ultrasound Inc. (Bothell, 

WA) (Hwang and Hope Simpson 1998). Chapman and Lazenby also d e s c n i  similar concepts 



at roughly the same t h e  (Chapman and Lmenby 1997). The nrSt in vivo pulse 

inversion images were presented in 1996 by Lee et al. (Lee et ai. 1997). who used prototype 

software ninning on a Sonoline Hegra imaging system (High Resolution Haanonic Iinaging, 

Siemens, ksaquah, WA). 

The present formulation of pulse inversion as a Doppler-based technique (Chapter 2) arose 

from an andysis of the error induced by tissue motion in the original 2-pulse technique. The 

theory of pulse inversion Doppler and correspondhg in vitro data were originaiiy presented at 

the IEEE UItrasonics Symposium in Toronto in 1997, and at the same time the use of pulse 

inversion for tissue imaging was suggested @?ope Simpson and Burns 1997). Further work with 

pulse inversion imaging (2-pufse and multi-pulse), was conducted in partnershïp with ATI-, 

Ultrasound, who developed ail of the experirnentai software and imaging systems used in this 

work as part of a Iarger contrast imaging program. Many significant scientific and engineering 

challenges required to make pulse inversion hinction in a clinical setting were overcome by the 

ATL research and development team, As a result of these collaborations, the fint pulse 

inversion images of myocardial perfiision were presented in Jaauary 1998 and the possïblity of 

using of low sound intensities to reduce disruption effects was fmt suggested (Hope Simpson 

and Burns 1998b -). The first pulse inversion Doppler images of myocardial perfiision were 

presented later that year (Hope Simpson and Burns 1998a). W e  we predicted the possibility of 

reai time pemision hnaging, the clinical success of this technique was due largely to the work of 

researchers at ATL. 



6.2 Fufure Work 

6.2.1 The Futnre of Contrast Tmaping 

Despite the suçcess of research in microbubble perfbsion imaging, the approved indications 

for contrast agents are currenly restricted to left ventricular opacification (to enhance visïbility 

of the endocardial border) and Doppler enhancement- No contrast agent has yet been approved 

for pedùsion imaging, although several are now undergohg cLinical trials for this application- 

The slow acceptance ofm~crobubble contrast imagÏng has been due to several factors, The 

traditional strengths of uitrasonic imaging have included its noninvasive nature, and low cost. 

Since - The use ofcontrast media make an uitrasound exam more invasive and adds cost (each 

via1 of agent is cutrently over $100 US.-a signincant fraction of the cost of some 

examinations). To justifir the additional costs and invasiveness, contrast media must provide 

tangible diagnostic benefits with routine use (Kremkau et  al. 1998; Leopold 1998; Cosgrove 

1996)- The large cIinical trials required to obtain regdatory approvai for specific diagnostic 

indications are expensive and tune consumùig, so significant indications such as myocardial 

perfusion imaging are needed to support these trials. Unfortunately, existing pemision imaging 

techniques are difficult to perform. Most clinicd shidies of myocardial pefision imaging 

performed to date have used intravenous bolus injections of microbubbles. Such injections 

provide peak signal enhancement within about 20 seconds of injection, followed by a rapid faIl- 

off in enhancement over the next 2 to 4 minutes @igure 60). Durhg this brief period, ai l  

imaging parameters including gain, power levels, fkame intervals and Doppler settings must be 

adjusted correctly, and diagnostic images acquired. Failure to set any single parameter correctly 

may render the exam ineffective, wasting both agent and tirne. 
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Figure 60.- Doppler enhancement versus tinte in a 3.5 kg new Zealand White ra6bit for bolus 
injkcti0n.s of O@sm (MallRckrodt m e d d  St. Louis), for incre&g doses of IO, 20,40,II5, 
and 180 Ccl/kg (Hope Shpson et al- 1996). Tpical human doses are below 40 m g g  Bolus 
duration is short-lived and enhancement changes contmuously, 

For dtrasonic perfusion imaging to become accepted chicaUy, four things are required: 

infusable contrast agents, robust imaging techniques, estabiished imaging protocols, and proper 

education in their use for clinicians (Kiemkau et al. 1998). Together with these requirements, 

clinical trials must be perfonned to demonstrate the effectiveness of imaging techniques. Basic 

research is also required to understand the acoustic behaviour of miçrobubbles and to understand 

the relationships between ultrasonic perfûsion measurements, microvascula. b1md flow, and 

disease States. 

Work is progresshg steadily in al l  of these areas. Infusion protocols, using either infusion 

pumps or intravenous drips, are now available or under investigation for many contrast agents 

(Correas et aI. 2000). Machine and agent-specific protocols for myocardial perfusion imaging 

are k i n g  developed for dissemination to clinicians (Becher and Burns 2000). Extensive clinical 

research is k ing  conducteci at many centres to investigate the benefits of contrast imaghg 

techniques (Cohen et al, L998). Sophisticated optical imaging systems are king used to measure 

microbubble pulsations and compare these with mathematical models Dayton et al. 1999a; 

Klibanov et al. 1998). At the same time, physiological phenornena, such as the mechanisms 



underlying phenornena such as the late phase of Iiver enhancemen& are k i n g  

investigated (Kono et al- 2000). 

6.22 Future Developments of Rilse hversion Techniques 

Pulse inversion imaging is stil l in its infancy, and more wodc is requind to reke this 

technique to its f a  potential. For example, the current irnplementations of reaItirne pulse 

inversion Doppler use a simple power threshold on the nonlinear signal to determine whether or 

not microbubbles are present m a given sample volume. The essentiai feature mat merentiates 

microbubbles h m  tissue is not the absolute intensity of nonlinear scattering, but the ratio of 

nonlinear to h e a r  scattering (see Chapter 2). We are currently investigating thresholdiag 

techniques that use a combination of the nonlinear signal power and the ratio of nonlinear to 

linear scattering to identify microbubble echoes. Preliminary resdts show that such thresholding 

can significantly reduce artifacts in realtime power pulse inversion imaging (Figure 61). 

It is now clear that the acoustic properties of microbubble contrast agents depend on the 

nature of the shelI and filling gases used AU contrast imaging techniques must therefore be 

optimized for each combination of agent and acoustic conditions, possibly using the techniques 

outlined in Chapter 3. Some instrument manufàcturers are already developing such agent- 

specific settings, but more work is required before all manufàcturers can provide techniques that 

work robustly with aU available agents. 



Figure 61: Apical 4 chamber views of the heurt made wirh 4-pulse pulse inversion Doppler 
imaging @U=0.1) using a conventional pwer threshold ro idenm microbubbles: a) baseline; 
b) followi'ng a boZus infection of Dej?nity (18 pi%&. These smne doto were reprocessed using an 
qennmental thesholding technique, showhg SimiZar conhost enhuncement with reduced 
Doppler mtifacts in the baseline image Piigiaes c and 4 @ope Simpson und B m  2000). 

6.23 Other Approaches to Contrast Imaging 

Several other microbubble imaging techniques, cumntly in the research stages, deserve 

mention Subhannonic Unagùig is a technique which exploits the s o d  scattered fkom 

microbubbles wt at twice the transmit kqyency (as in hanmnic imaging), but a .  halfthe 

transmit fkquency (Shi et ai. 1999a). Since mnlinear propagatiion does not produce 

subhannonics, this technique should be less affected by tissue scattering than harmonie imaging. 

The low fkquenc-y subharmonic ecéoes should also be less & i e d  by attendon. Early 

results, however, suggest that narrowband transmit bursts and intermediate to high power levels 

(and consequent microbubble disruption) are requited to generate significant levels of 
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subharmonics h m  microbubbles (Shi et al. 1999b). These conditîons mate  resolution 

and IÏame rate Iimitations whicfi must be overcome if subharmonic imaging is to provide high 

resoIution, redtime contrast imaging. UnIess this technique can operate effectively without 

microbubble disruption, it is also unclear whether it will outperfonn power Doppler imaging in 

terms of contrast and resoiution, 

Several variants of the pulse inversion detection concept have been suggested. In Power 

Modulation Imaging, two pulses are transmitted at different power Ievels Qrodc-Fisher et al. 

1996; Christopher 1997). The corresponding echoes are then scaled anci subtracted to cancel 

staîionary h e a r  echoes. Remaining signals are due to noniinear scattering. While this technique 

has relatively poor signai to noise characteristics for second harmonic detection when compared 

to pulse inversion (Jiang et ai. 1998), it can detect third order nonlinear components at the 

transmit frequency, which may have benefits (Brock-Fisher et al. 2000). We have also descnaed 

a generalized pulse inversion Doppler system in which the phase and amplitude of a sequence of 

transmitted pulses are both modulated ( B m s  and Hope Simpson 1998). Techniques have 

recently k e n  d e s c n i  to optimize this generaüzed form of pulse inversion Doppler to detect 

higher harmonics of nonlinear signals (Haïder and Chiao 1999)- These higher harmonics may 

offer incremental benefits for tissue and contrat harmonic imaging. 

A variant of power Doppler imaging called "releae burst imaging" has been introduced to 

image disrupting microbubbles (Ftinking et al. 1997). h this method, a sequence of high 

resolution imaging pulses is combined with a separate low frequency sound pulse, specially 

designed to dismpt microbubbles efnciently- By separating the puises used for imaging from 

those used for dismption, both processes may be optimized independently. Preliminary resuits 

show that this technique may provide greater sensitivity to microbubbles than existing power 
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Doppler methods (I(idrhom et ai. 2000). Cùapter 3 may prove usefiil in optimizing such 

techniques. 

6.2.4 Novel Applicatioms of Micmbubb1e Contrsst Agents 

The potential applications for existing microbubble con- agents range from measuring 

pefision in the brain to detecting obsmictions in fdopian tubes (Balen et al. 1993; Greenberg et 

al. 1996). Novel targeted contrast agents are also Wing developed, including agents that adhere 

to thrombus, increasing its visibility (Unger et ai. 2 0 ) .  h addition to radiological applications, 

microbubbles are increasingly king developed for therapeutic applications. Several researchers 

have demonstrated the ability to attach drugs and even DNA to microbubbles (Unger et ai. 

1997). High intensity ultrasound can then be used selectively to dismpt microbubbles in tissues, 

offenng a method for targeted drug deIivery or ultrasound-enhancecl gene hansfection (Greenleaf 

et aL 1997). Blood dots can be lysed using a combination of high intensity ultrasouod and 

thrombus-targeted microbubbles (Bimbaum et al. 1998; Wu et al. 1998b). Angiogenesis has 

Long been known to be crucial to the development of solid tumours, and anti-angiogenic drugs 

are now king developed to treat these tumours (Folkman 1995; O'Reïiiy et ai. 1997; O'ReiUy et 

al. 1994). ultrasound contrast techniques should be ideal for monitoring the effects of anti- 

angiogenic dnig therapy, and even for delivering anti-angiogenic drugs and genes. In the heart, 

it may one day be possible to identify regions of ischemic myocardium with contrast imaging, 

use ultrasound activaîed microbubbles to deliver angiogenesis-promoting genes to these regioos, 

and then use contmst imaging to monitor the results of gene therapy. 

This thesis has addresseci the problem of detecting blood flow in the coronary 

rnicrocircuIation using ultrasound and microbubble contrast agents. 
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Prïor to this worlc, existing harmonic and Doppler imaging techniques Suffered nom 

compromises between spatiai and temporal resolution and image contrast, which limiteci the 

detection of myocardial blood ffow to fiame rates below 1 fiame per 3 to 5 heartbeats. To 

overcome these limitations and enable real the imaging of myocardial b 1 d  flow, thïs thesis 

has reexamined both the transmission and detection of ultrasound for microbubble imaging- A 

new ultrasound technique, puise inversion Doppler, has been introduced in which successive 

transmitted pulses are inverted to provide improved separation of microbubble and tissue echoes 

(Chapter 2). Chapter 3 provides an anaiysis of the detection process, and shows how the 

measued echoes fiom agent and tissue can be used, without explicit models of the transmission 

and scattering processes, to optimize filters for myocardial pemision imaging. This anaiysis is 

applicable to a wide variety of imaging techniques including harmonic, DoppIer and pulse 

inversion techniques. 

Using the techniques of Chapter 3, the effectiveness of grayscale, hannonic, Doppler and 

pulse inversion Doppler imaging techniques for detecthg myocardid pemision in canine 

myocardium have been assessed under control1ed conditions as a fiinction of incident sound 

intensity (Chapter 4). These results show that pulse inversion Doppler at low transmit intensities 

outperforms harmonic and Doppler techniques and can detect myocardid perfusion in real tirne 

at rates exceeding 15 frames per second. 

Pulse inversion Doppler techniques are now available for use on clinical ultrasound systerns, 

For cardiological applications, pulse inversion Doppler is now the recommended technique for 

simultaneously assessing myocardial blood fbw and wall motion (Becher and Burns 2000). 

Pulse inversion imaging is also the preferred technique for contrast imaging in the Jiver. Pulse 

inversion imaging is also used without microbubbles to provide improved imaging of tissue and 

cys tic structures- 
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